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ABSTRACT 

A hybrid method is presented for the analysis of layers, plates, and multi- 

layered systems consisting of isotropic and linear elastic materials. The prob- 

lem is formulated for the general case of a multilayered system using a total 

potential energy formulation and employing the layerwise laminate theory of 

Reddy. A one-dimensional finite element model is used for the analysis of the 

multilayered system through its thickness, and integral Fourier transforms 

are used to obtain the exact solution for the in-plane problem. Explicit ex- 

pressions are obtained for the fundamental solution of the typical infinite 

layer, which are applied in the two-dimensional boundary integral equation 

model to produce the integral representation of the solution. The boundary 

integral equation model is two-dimensional, displacement-based and assumes 

piecewise continuous distribution of the displacement components through 

the system’s thickness. The developed model describes the three-dimensional 

displacement field, the stress field, the strains and the interlaminar stresses



over the entire domain of the problem as continuous functions of the position. 

This detailed three-dimensional analysis is achieved by incorporating only 

contour integrals. 

The boundary integral equations are discretized using the boundary ele- 

ment method and a numerical model is developed for the single numerical 

layer (element). This model is extended to the case of a multilayered system 

by introducing appropriate continuity conditions at the interfaces between 

the layers (firmly bonded layers, or separation, slip and friction between the 

layers). Assembly of the element matrices yields the global system of equa- 

tions, which can be solved via iterative techniques. In addition, numerical 

techniques are developed for the evaluation of the boundary and domain inte- 

grals involved in the construction of the element matrices. The singular 

boundary integrals are computed using a special coordinate transformation, 

along with a subdivision of the boundary element and a transformation of the 

Gauss points. The domain integrals (regular, singular or near-singular) are 

transformed to regular definite integrals along the boundary through a semi- 

analytical approach. 

The proposed method provides a simple, efficient, and versatile model for 

a three-dimensional analysis of thick plates or multilayered systems. It can 

also be used to study plates resting on elastic foundations or plates with in- 

ternal supports. The proposed method can be applied in an obvious manner to 

anisotropic materials and vibration problems.
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
  

1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

In recent years the boundary element method (BEM) has become an estab- 

lished method for analyzing structures, and it is widely used to solve elasto- 

static and elastodynamic problems (Banerjee and Butterfield, 1981; Brebbia 

et al., 1984; Hartmann, 1989; Beskos (ed.), 1991). In many cases the method 

is more economical and accurate than the domain methods (e.g., finite differ- 

ence and finite element methods). The method is applied by obtaining first an 

integral representation of the solution (usually the displacement field for 

elasticity problems) which involves only integrals of the boundary displace- 

ments and tractions. The integrals are over a surface for two-dimensional 

problems or along a line for two-dimensional problems. The application of the 

method requires then discretization only on the boundaries of the domain 

and thus it reduces the spatial dimensions of the problem by one. The bound- 

ary displacement and traction vectors are calculated with the same degree of



accuracy, and once the solution on the boundary has been obtained, displace- 

ments and stresses can be computed at any point in the interior of the 

domain as accurately as the boundary quantities. Since, the solution is con- 

tinuous in the domain of the problem and not discrete values at nodal points, 

the strains and stresses can also be expressed as continuous functions of the 

position. Any approximation is introduced in the final stage of the analysis, 

where a variation of the primary variables (the displacement components) 

has to be assumed in order to numerically evaluate the boundary integrals. 

The formulation of boundary integral equations via the direct method 

requires a fundamental solution. This is generally characterized as the par- 

ticular singular solution of a boundary value problem (elliptic for the linear 

elasticity) which corresponds to a “concentrated load.” In general, however, 

the singular part of the fundamental solution is not uniquely determined by 

this specification. The determinacy is usually eliminated by requiring the 

solution to be well behaved in the infinite region exterior to the singular 

point and to have proper decay behavior at infinity (the so-called free-field 

condition). The dependence of BEM on fundamental solutions that satisfy the 

governing differential equations makes the formulation of this method more 

complicated compared to the domain methods, which use simple approxima- 

tions of the solution in the domain, but more accurate and more economical 

since approximation of the variables is required only on the boundary in the 

numerical solution of the integral equations. These features are particularly 

advantageous for problems extending to infinity and for modeling accurately 

and efficiently regions with high stress gradients, making the BEM an 

appealing tool for solving boundary value problems of the mathematical 

physics.



In a number of papers, different boundary integral formulations have 

been shown to be useful for different classes of boundary value problems. The 

main difference among them is the fundamental solution, which is dependent 

on the geometry of the problem. Kelvin’s (1848) fundamental solution of a 

concentrated load in an infinite medium has been widely used for two- and 

three-dimensional elastostatic problems (Rizzo, 1967; Cruse, 1973; Katsi- 

kadelis and Kokkinos, 1987). For problems involving a free-surface the solu- 

tion presented by Melan (1932) for the stress distribution due to point loads 

applied within the isotropic half-plane or the one given by Mindlin (1936) for 

the half-space are of special interest (Telles and Brebbia, 1981). Mindlin con- 

structed the solution for the infinite half-space by combining Lamé’s strain 

potentials and Galerkin’s vectors and utilizing the method of images (Wester- 

gaard, 1952). The same problem for concentrated normal force on the surface 

of the isotropic half-space was also studied by Boussinesq (1885) and the case 

of tangential force by Cerutti (see, Love, 1944). These fundamental solutions 

have been applied to BEM by many researchers and they find extensive 

application in soil mechanics, in problems of soil-structure interaction, and 

generally, in problems with a half-space. They have also been used to con- 

struct nonsingular boundary integral equations (Stern, 1985; Wu and Stern, 

1991). 

The problems of a single infinite layer or the multilayered half-space 

have received extensive attention because of their relevance to the theory of 

plates, foundations, geotechnical engineering, micro-mechanics, and compos- 

ite materials. For these problems it is rather cumbersome to evaluate the 

exact state of stress and displacement, and most of the solutions that have 

been reported in the literature are not readily and efficiently applied to the 

analysis of multilayered systems and, especially, to the BEM for the case of 

finite plates or laminates.



Michell (1899a, 1899b) applied a stress formulation to the theory of 

plates and obtained two fourth order differential equations for the determina- 

tion of two unknown functions in terms of which the normal displacement 

and the stretch of the median plane were expressed. He formulated the prob- 

lem of the infinite plate subjected to unit loads and the transmission of stress 

across the interface between two plates in contact for the cases of complete 

bond or free slipping. Michell (1900a) also obtained some elementary stress 

distributions for the case of a force applied to an isotropic elastic solid, either 

at an internal point, or on a plane boundary, or at the vertex of a cone, mak- 

ing assumptions for the variation of the displacement and stress components. 

He used these distributions to solve problems of infinite cylinders and infinite 

thin plates under plane stress conditions (Michell, 1900b). The problem of a 

single elastic layer in equilibrium was considered thoroughly for the first 

time by Dougall (1904), who conducted an extensive study of a thick plate 

subjected to arbitrary surface or internal loading using potential functions. 

He proposed an approximate solution in series of Bessel functions and, using 

Betti’s reciprocal theorem, he deduced the solution for finite circular plates 

and thin plates from the infinite layer solution. Green and Zerna (1960) used 

conformal transformation and complex potentials to study isotropic and some 

special cases of orthotropic plates under isolated forces. Luré (1964) con- 

structed a solution by expressing the unknown displacement components in 

power series of the normal to the plate coordinate and employing a symbolic 

method of operators. The problem was reduced to the determination of stress 

functions. Kupradze (1979) studied elastic bodies bounded by either one or 

two parallel planes, and sought the solution in the form of Fourier type inte- 

grals involving Kelvin’s fundamental matrix. In the area of soil mechanics, 

Shekhter and Prikhodchenko (1964), and Shekhter (1965) studied the



response of a three-dimensional layer on a rigid base under a horizontal force 

by using Kelvin’s solution and an auxiliary Galerkin’s vector. 

Burmister (1945) extended the classic solution of Boussinesq (1885) to 

include the problems of normal static loads acting on the surface of a two- 

and three-layered half-space. Harding and Sneddon (1945) studied the elastic 

stresses produced by the indentation of the plane surface of a semi-infinite 

_ elastic solid by a rigid punch in cylindrical coordinates, and discussed the 

application of their solution to the case of a plate of finite thickness. Sneddon 

(1946) also studied thick plates under the application of pressure to their free 

surfaces. The same problem was later considered by Bufler (1971), who pro- 

vided a suitable and systematic matrix formulation in Cartesian coordinates 

by means of two-dimensional integral transforms introduced by Sneddon. 

Bufler’s paper contained a comprehensive elastostatic formulation of the mul- 

tilayered system in the two-dimensional Fourier transform domain but did 

not provide any information regarding the distribution of stresses and dis- 

placements in the physical domain of a single layer or a multilayered system. 

Bufler’s work (1971) was completed by Benitez and Rosakis (1987), who 

considered the more general problem of a three-dimensional layer containing 

arbitrary internal loads. For the specific case of a concentrated unit load, 

analytical expressions for the stresses and displacements were obtained in 

terms of convergent integrals that involved Bessel functions. The solution 

was obtained by transforming the three-dimensional elasticity equations to 

the two-dimensional Fourier space and solving the ordinary matrix differen- 

tial equations by means of the Caley-Hamilton theorem. They also showed 

how their formulation for the single layer can be applied to the case of a mul- 

tilayered medium subjected to both surface and internal loads through the 

methods of transfer matrices and flexibility matrices that were presented in



Bufler’s paper. This is the most complete solution reported in the literature, 

since it presents for the first time analytical expressions for the stress distri- 

bution and the displacement field in an infinite layer which is subjected to 

unit loads. However, this solution has two drawbacks. First, the expressions 

for the displacement and stress components are very complicated and involve 

infinite integrals with kernels that consist of Bessel functions, and second, 

the approach cannot be used efficiently to solve problems with multiple lay- 

ers. Nevertheless, it is a powerful tool for detailed and accurate analysis of 

single infinite layers which are subjected to arbitrary loading and may in- 

clude holes. 

More recently, a similar approach was used by Chatterjee (1987) to study 

the three- and two-dimensional stress fields near delaminations in laminated 

composite plates, and by Madenci and Westmann (1993) to study the problem 

of delamination growth in layered systems under compressive load. In the 

latter, the authors solved the problem of an infinite layer with slightly imper- 

fect circular delamination subjected to axisymmetric and uniaxial in-plane 

compressive loading. Pindera and Lane (1993) used Fourier transforms and 

expansions in Chebyshev polynomials to study the frictionless contact of 

layered half-planes in two dimensions. 

1.2 MOTIVATION 

The review of the pertinent research on the subject of unit load solutions and 

solutions for infinite layers and layered media reveals that, due to the inher- 

ent complexity of these problems, the mathematical and numerical approach 

greatly affects the form, efficiency, and applicability of the solution. These 

problems appear to have two phases. The first is the determination of the



displacement and stress distributions along the direction perpendicular to 

the faces of the system (x3 direction), and the second phase is the derivation 

of the in-plane distributions (x: and x2 directions) using the results of the 

first phase. Since the domain in the plane extends to infinity, it is convenient 

to transform the governing partial differential equations of the three- 

dimensional elasticity to the Fourier space where they become ordinary dif- 

ferential equations in one independent variable, x3. The exact solution of 

these equations (first phase) can be obtained in a simple manner (Bufler, 

1971; Benitez and Rosakis, 1987), but because it involves hyperbolic func- 

tions it produces complicated expressions in the Fourier domain, which 

become even more complicated and lengthy when they are transformed back 

to the physical space. Actually, in most of the solutions that can be found in 

the literature, the final expressions in the physical space are in the form of 

either infinite series or convergent infinite integrals involving Bessel 

functions. 

In the present work, the author assumes a priori a specific variation of 

the dependent variables of the problem through the layer thickness, derives 

in a formal and systematic way new governing equations based on these 

approximations, and then applies the integral transforms. The advantage of 

this modeling is that the first phase of the problem is treated in the physical 

space using matrix formulation from the beginning, avoiding differential 

equations higher than the second order, and reducing the independent vari- 

ables to two (i.e., x; and x2). Transformation of the new governing equations 

in the Fourier domain yields algebraic equations, instead of ordinary differ- 

ential equations, that can be solved for the unknown transformed variables. 

The dependent variables may be the three displacement components for a 

displacement formulation, or the displacements and the stress components 

in the x3 direction for a mixed formulation. These predefined distributions 
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can be chosen to be polynomials in x3, and their degree will depend on the 

required accuracy of the solution, the type of loading, and the complexity of 

the geometry. 

This approach of assumed variation of the displacement field through the 

thickness of laminates was first introduced by Reddy (1987), the so-called 

layerwise laminate theory of Reddy. This theory has been used to develop, 

displacement-based, finite element models for the study of laminated compos- 

ite plates (Reddy e¢ al., 1989; Reddy, 1990; Barbero e¢ al., 1990; Robbins and 

Reddy, 1993). The resulting model is capable of computing interlaminar 

stresses and other localized effects with the same degree of accuracy as the 

conventional three-dimensional finite element models. In the present work, 

this concept of layerwise approximation of the displacement field is adopted 

as an alternative to the complicated exact displacement variation through 

the thickness. 

1.8 THESIS OBJECTIVES AND OUTLINE 

The overall goal of this research is to develop a hybrid methodology for the 

analysis of layers, plates, and multilayered systems consisting of isotropic or 

orthotropic linear elastic materials. The basic characteristic of this methodol- 

ogy is to produce a one-dimensional model for the analysis of the three- 

dimensional multilayered system which maintains all the advantages and 

salient features of a pure three-dimensional model. This methodology, which 

incorporates integral equations, provides a continuous and accurate represen- 

tation of the solution over the domain of the system, along with detailed in- 

formation about the stresses and strains in the domain of each layer or at the 

interface between two contiguous layers.



Objective of this work is to develop a suitable and systematic derivation 

of discrete governing equations in Cartesian coordinates, find the fundamen- 

tal solution for a typical single layer, and formulate a hybrid model for the 

analysis of multilayered systems. From the beginning of the analysis in the 

physical space, the problem is decomposed in a one-dimensional problem 

through the thickness, and a two-dimensional problem in the plane. A one- 

dimensional finite element model is constructed for the analysis of the first 

problem and the method of integral Fourier transforms is used to obtain the 

exact solution of the second problem. The behavior of each layer is mainly 

described by the corresponding stiffness matrix or alternatively by the corre- 

sponding flexibility matrix. Continuity and boundary conditions yield an al- 

gebraic system of equations for the components of the displacement and 

stress vectors at the faces and interfaces of the multilayered system. The 

final expressions for the displacement and stress components can be directly 

applied to a boundary integral equation model for the analysis of thick plates 

or multilayered systems with finite dimensions. Here we restrict ourselves to 

a displacement formulation, to plane elastic and isotropic layers and Carte- 

sian coordinates. The proposed method can be applied in an obvious manner 

to anisotropic materials. The problem of delaminations, thermal stresses, 

vibrations or stability is treatable in an analogous manner. 

An outline of the steps taken in developing this methodology is presented 

below. 

> I, Method for deriving fundamental solutions 

Develop a methodology for deriving semi-analytical fundamental solu- 

tions for problems related to single layers and multilayered systems. 

The method is general and can be applied to either isotropic or or- 

thotropic materials. The solutions are based on an assumed variation



of the displacement field through the thickness of the system, and pro- 

duce displacement or mixed models. These solutions are obtained 

through an energy formulation of the problem, development of a one- 

dimensional finite element model through the thickness of the struc- 

ture, and use of integral Fourier transforms to solve the differential 

equations for the plane problem. From the displacement solution one 

can derive expressions for the tractions and stresses which correspond 

to the problem of the infinite single or multiple layer system subjected 

to unit point loads. In the present work explicit expressions for the fun- 

damental solution, tractions and stresses of a single isotropic layer 

have been derived. Fundamental solutions for orthotropic materials 

can be derived in a similar way. The methodology is the same and only 

the material constants (coefficients in the constitutive relations) will 

be different. The following steps II and III will be the same whether 

the layers consist of material with isotropic or orthotropic properties. 

> IT. Boundary integral equations for a single layer 

Develop the boundary integral equations for a single layer. Derive the 

integral representation of the solution for points in the domain of the 

problem, and from this derive the solution for points on the boundary. 

Using these solutions find explicit expressions in integral form for the 

stress and strain components at any point in the three-dimensional 

layer. 

HI, Boundary Element Modeling. 

Discretize the boundary integral equations of a single layer and 

develop the boundary element model for the single layer. Extend the 

model to the case of multilayered systems through appropriate conti- 

nuity conditions at the interfaces between the layers. 
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> IV. Numerical Analysis and Implementation 

Obtain the matrix form of all the equations that describe each numeri- 

cal layer and construct the element matrices. Assemble the local matri- 

ces for the numerical layers and apply the discretized continuity 

equations at the interfaces between the layers, to produce the global 

matrices (like a stiffness matrix) for the multilayered system. This is 

the global system of equations which, after incorporating the pre- 

scribed boundary conditions, will yield the solution to the problem. The 

element matrices are developed in such a way so that they can be in- 

troduced into an iterative solver. 

> V. Evaluation of boundary and domain integrals 

Develop a purely numerical technique for the evaluation of singular 

and near-singular boundary integrals. Introduce another technique for 

the evaluation of regular and singular domain integrals, which trans- 

forms the domain integrals to boundary integrals, and in addition re- 

moves any singularities.



Chapter 2 

GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
  

2.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE MULTILAYERED SYSTEM 

Consider a thick multilayered plate of arbitrary shape and total thickness H 

occupying the domain V in the three-dimensional space and bounded by a 

surface S. Each layer of this plate is made of an isotropic and linear elastic 

material, and has elastic constants and thickness generally different from 

those of other layers. Each layer can also contain a finite number of inclu- 

sions and holes, which need not extend through the whole thickness of the 

plate (Figure 2.1). 

The multilayered system can be subjected to body forces distributed over 

the entire volume or over a subregion, shared by some of the layers. It can be 

subjected to line loads and/or point loads either on the boundary or in the 

domain, and distributed boundary tractions. Regarding the support condi- 

tions of the system, its boundary may be free, clamped, or subjected to pre- 

scribed displacements along parts of it and/or at discrete points. It can also be 
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elastically supported over a part or at discrete points on the boundary, and 

simply supported in a prescribed direction at a point. 

Section a-a 
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Figure 2.1 Components and geometry of the multilayered plate. 

The total potential energy for the multilayered system or for any of its 

layers is given as 

TI(u;) =| 5 Oj €ij av-| fi uj; av-| t; uj dS (2.1) 

V V 

where f/f; denotes the applied body forces per unit volume and t; the exter- 

nally applied tractions on the boundary. In equation (2.1) and in the remain- 

ing part of this paper summation on repeated indices is implied, unless 

otherwise stated. 

The strain-displacement relations for geometrically linear behavior are 

Ou; ou ey = (Ss oe | (2.2) 
Ox; 
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and the constitutive relations for isotropic materials are 

Oy = bj em +2uey = 28, 2% (Sut Ou; yj OxE +U Ox; +e] (1,j,R = 1, 2, 3) (2.3) 

where A and yw are the Lamé constants, which are given in terms of the 

modulus of elasticity EF and Poisson’s ratio v as 

-__ VE __£E 
“Gawiteay 22 P= gaan: 

  (2.4) 

Substitution of equations (2.2) and (2.3) into equation (2.1) for the total 

potential energy yields: 

)= On , |, (ui, Oi \| 1 (Oui, Oui 
Hui) = iE [> OF Oop ox, (ut + Ox; )| 2 Se * Ox; dv 

V 

- ff Uj av- | ti; u; dS (2.5) 

where the volume V and surface S in the above statement correspond to a 

single layer of the multilayered plate. 

The total potential energy principle is used to derive the governing 

equations and boundary conditions of the problem. The principle states that 

6I1=0 and using equation (2.5) it is written as 

su =-0= Il 4 2dUk Ou; +p Qui (S44 4) av 

OXk OX; Ox; Ox; Ox; 

  

- J f; bu; dV- | t; 8u; dS , (2.6) 

which is also called weak form of the differential equation of the problem 

(Reddy, 1984). Integrating by parts the terms in equation (2.6) that involve 
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partial derivatives of the virtual displacements 6u;, we obtain the following 

integral statement 

    

07u; du 0= J a2 © Bun ue ake Jav - Jr Su; dV 

4. Ou; Ou; qu; 
_ (ie ou; dS fost Bp 2 sas . (2.7) 

S S 

The Kuler-Lagrange equations and boundary conditions associated with the 

functional are 

  

07u 07u; OOji gg . 
(A+ p) Ox, Oe; tha Ox; +f; = Ox; + f; =0 in V (2.8) 

See + oui uj + neg: eee = 

Equations (2.8) are the well known Navier equations of equilibrium for a 

three-dimensional elastic body. 

2.2 INTEGRAL SOLUTION FOR TWO- AND 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL ELASTICITY 

The differential equations (2.8) along with the boundary conditions (2.9) gov- 

ern the general boundary value problem of the two- and three-dimensional 

elasticity. The problem can be solved using any of the popular numerical 

techniques, namely, the finite element method (FEM) and the boundary 

element method (BEM). The former utilizes a domain discretization into ele- 

ments and assumes a priori a displacement approximation over each ele- 

ment, while the latter requires, first, a continuous representation of the 

solution in the form of integral equations, and then, a boundary disretization 

for the numerical evaluation of the boundary integrals. These are surface 
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integrals for the three-dimensional problems and line integrals for the two- 

dimensional problems. 

The starting point for the FEM is the weak form (2.6), which is applied 

for every element in the mesh and in which, both the displacement compo- 

nents and their variations are represented by an assumed and approximate 

displacement field over each element. The starting point for the BEM is a 

variational statement obtained from the weak form through an integration 

by parts. The objective of this integration is to relieve the primary variables 

(displacement components) of any differentiation and the resulting expres- 

sion for the total potential energy has the form 

5, Bbuy _ (Sui, uj] yi | sri=0 = “|| » ae ~n (SSeS wi dV- | f; 8u; dV       

  

" OXk Ox; OX; 
-fi bu; as+| n, 2, Bue +u( Be 3) uidS. (2.10) 

S S 

The virtual displacements in the above equation are chosen in such a 

way that, the kernel in the first domain integral of (2.10) becomes equal to 

the Dirac delta function, 1.e., 

2 2 2 ~ 
-, 2 uk 0 du, -u(2 bu; + 0 Sub) = p, 5(2-E), (2.11) 

Ox; OXk OXz OXROXE Ox ROX; 

    

and also, the following boundary conditions are satisfied 

du; 
“Ox, +0, for x0 (2.12) 6u;>0 and 

where the subscripts 1, k =1,2,3 for the three-dimensional problem. The con- 

centrated load P is a unit load applied along the x; direction and is given in 

the form 

P=8; (2 -E Ja, . (2.13) 
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The boundary value problem defined by equations (2.11) and (2.12) corre- 

sponds to the problem of an infinity elastic medium subjected to a unit load 

at a point E. The solution of this problem is the so-called Kelvin's solution 

(see Sir Thompson, W., 1848) or fundamental solution of the elasticity prob- 

lem (2.8). This solution for the two-dimensional plane strain problem is 

(z¢\)2-___1 ~ 23 Ui(%8) = Saw (8- 4v) 8, Inr ~3 | (2.14) 

while, for the three-dimensional problem it is 

  ee Ji yj 
Ui( g ) = iénud— >} e- Av) dij + zal (2.15) 

where y;=x;—-6; and r?=y; y;. U il é | is a two-point tensor and represents 

the displacement field 8u;(x) at point x due to a unit load applied in the x; 

direction at point &. 

The fundamental solutions (2.14) and (2.15) can be substituted in the 

virtual statement of (2.10) to produce the integral representation of the dis- 

placement field, which is also called Somigliana’s identity. The displacement 

field at any point in the domain is then expressed as 

uj(E | = J fi(x) Ui(Z8 Jave+ | ti uid, é) ds.—{ Ui T(E ) dS, (2.16) 

V Ss Ss 

in which x is the integration point and T(z, é | is a two-point tensor called 

traction tensor and it is built from the kernel of the last boundary integral of 

equation (2.19). The traction tensor is expressed in terms of the fundamental 

solution as 

dU}; dU; OU yj 
Ti( 3, E) = rm | Bin tn Soe + )], (2.17) 

OXm 
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Equation (2.16) 1s the integral representation of the solution. It is a con- 

tinuous function of the position vector E, and it is the exact solution for the 

boundary value problem governed by equations (2.8) and (2.9). The applica- 

tion of this equation to problems with complicated geometry or inhomogenei- 

ties is almost impossible, and that is why it is required to discretize the 

boundary S into elements. This leads to discrete boundary equations and 

then the problem is rendered to the BEM (Katsikadelis and Kokkinos, 1987). 

This numerical method will provide an accurate solution (displacements and 

stresses) not only at the boundary nodal points, but also at any interior point 

(see equation 2.16). 

In the case of a multilayered system, as the one described in section 2.1, 

it is very “expensive” to apply the general solution (2.16) along with the 

fundamental solution (2.15) for each layer of the system. The reason is that 

such an approach requires discretization not only of the side surface of each 

layer, but also of the bottom and top surfaces. The double integrals must be 

evaluated over the boundaries of all the layers and the complete model of the 

multilayered system is obtained by applying the appropriate displacement 

compatibility and traction equilibrium conditions at the interfaces between 

the layers. 

The boundary integral model of (2.16) may become very efficient, simple, 

flexible and applicable to the case of layered plates, if instead of using the 

fundamental solution (2.15) for the unbounded three-dimensional space 

(Kelvin’s solution), an appropriate fundamental solution for the infinite layer 

is employed. If the problem for the infinite domain is set up with the appro- 

priate boundary conditions for a layer or system of layers, its fundamental so- 

lution will produce in (2.16) line integrals instead of surface integrals, 

although the domain of the problem at hand is three-dimensional. 
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2.3 LAYERWISE DISPLACEMENT APPROXIMATION 

AND FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

The governing differential equations of a multilayered system are the Navier 

equations (2.8) along with the boundary conditions (2.9). These equations 

must be applied for any individual layer, taking into account its material 

properties and its geometry in the x,x2-plane. The multilayered system must 

be divided through its thickness and in the plane into homogeneous and sim- 

ply connected sub-systems. Since a discretization of the continuum multilay- 

ered system is inevitable, and the closed form solution for a single layer is 

very complex and not efficiently applicable to the case of multiple layers (see 

Benitez and Rosakis, 1987), the most suitable approach is to subdivide each 

layer of the plate into a number of layers through the thickness. These sub- 

layers can be viewed as numerical layers with elastic constants and geometry 

in the x ,xX2-plane identical to those of the physical layer, but with different 

thickness. According to the layerwise theory of Reddy (1987, 1990), the dis- 

placements are expanded within each layer using the Lagrange family of 

interpolation functions. The nodal values through the thickness are functions 

of the in-plane coordinates (x1,%2), and the i-th displacement component of 

each numerical layer is expressed as, 

N 
wi(X1, X2,X3)= DY vi (x1, x2)On(x3) (= 1,2,3) (2.18) 

n=1 

where N is the number of subdivisions through the thickness of the layer and 

o,(x3) are known functions of the thickness coordinate, x3. It is assumed that 

each numerical layer consists of N nodal points along the x3 direction and its 

thickness is 2h, as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Definitions and geometry of a typical numerical layer 

with N nodes in the transverse direction. 

Substituting the approximations (2.18) into the weak form (2.6) and 

separating the in-plane components u; (/=1,2) from the component in the 

transverse direction, u3, one arrives at the statement 

" dbuy p Adbp \( dvz n @n 

a= |] 3 ( bp + Ous T, (hon +04 =| 
Q 

    

    

  

  

+ bee ®p ae Ont UL Bu? Se yp 

+ 2b 9, Mio, 4 p bop Se 8 on 

+1 22 9, 05 Oe sy 5g Pe og See | dnd 

_ ff. fi vu; Op dx3 dQ - fi Su; >, dS (2.19) 

Q Ss 
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where the superscripts n, p represent the element nodes, and they take the 

values n, p=1,2,..., N, the subscripts J, J=1,2 and 1=1,2,3 denote the directions 

x1, X2 and x3, and repeated indices imply summation convention. All quanti- 

ties and interpolation functions in equation (2.19) are understood to be de- 

fined over a typical element; t.e., all expressions and quantities should have 

the element label e, but these were omitted in the interest of brevity. In equa- 

tion (2.19), Q represents the area occupied by the element in the x; x2-plane 

and S is the boundary of the three-dimensional body. This boundary can be 

decomposed into three different parts, S=SsigeUS;USn, where Ssige repre- 

sents the side area of the cylindrical surface and S,, Syn are the areas of the 

horizontal planes that pass through the first and last nodal point of the 

element, respectively. According to this decomposition the surface integral 

which involves the tractions on the boundary can be written as 

fa Su; bp dS= J ti(x1, X2, A) 5u;dS + J ti(x1, x2, h) 5u)'dS 

Ss S, Sn 

+ | t:(21, X2, £3) Su;dS 

S side 

= | [ ti(acr, x2,—h) Su; + ti(X1, X2, h) buy’ | dQ 

Q 

h A 

+ ¢| t; 5v> >, dx3 dT (2.20) 
-h 

r 

where in the last integral T denotes the closed contour that encloses the 

domain 2 and which apparently is also the same for the domains S, and Sy. 

In equation (2.19), integrals over the thickness of the typical numerical 

layer are applied only on the shape functions 6,(x3) and their derivatives, 

since these are the only continuous functions of x3. Integrals of products 
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between the shape functions and their derivatives are the entries of the 

element matrices associated with the one-dimensional finite element model 

for the thickness problem. The matrices are defined in the following way: 

h 
Kyp= don dbp dx x3 

_, dey dxs (symmetric) , (2.21) 

A 
M np =| . bn Op dx3 (symmetric) , (2.22) 

n dbp ; Crp =| bn =— dx3 (non-symmetric), (2.23) 
-h dx3 

A oe . 

Dnp = Con = OP dx3 (non-symmetric) , (2.24) 

h 
FP = | fi bp dxs , (2.25) 

-h 

. h , 
Q; =| ti dp dxs . (2.26) 

-h 

Using the above definitions in equation (2.19) and collecting terms that 

contain the virtual displacements Sv? and multiply the displacements vu;, the 

following expression is obtained for the total potential energy 

  

sl =0= 

| E (Me bus 4 Crp Sv 5 | get + (adie + (A+2p)Knp a8 vs 
Q 

+h Mnp (Ss oe a + [a1 np oe + Crp dv "| i 

+U [Kap Buf + Dap 22 | ot | dQ - [RF Su; dQ 

- J [f.ocr, x2,—-h) Bu! + Bila, x2, h) 80%] dO — pa! Sv? dT (2.27) 
- 
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in which, 1=1,2,3; [, J=1,2; n, p=1,2,....N, and the surface integrals of the 

boundary tractions have been expressed according to the results of (2.20). 

2.4 LAYERWISE GOVERNING 

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

Equation (2.27) may be used to derive the governing differential equations for 

a single layer, whose displacement field is described by equations (2.18). This 

is accomplished by integrating by parts equation (2.27) in such a way that 

Su) are relieved of any differentiation, by using the properties of the coeffi- 

cient (element) matrices (i.e., Cap = Dpn, Mnp = Mon, Knp = Kpn), and applying 

the fundamental lemma of calculus of variations. The resulting differential 

equations (Euler-Lagrange equations) for the typical numerical layer are 

2yn 2u7 OvU3 0 V Plo een: tf _ du7 : (A+p) Mon dx dx) Mon dxj0x) + (UL Don -ACpn) ax) 

+ Kpn vt —F? =0 (2.28a) 

Dp 0703 Ouy n 7 P b 
du5 [Oo Ht Mon 55, t ADpn — bh Con) 5 + (A+ 2p) Kon U3 —F; =Q (2.28b) 

and the associated boundary conditions are 

avy Ou; Quy BS P, J n I J |_ -P — du; : nga (Mn Dey + Con 03 +ny Wb Mon (Set +3 7 =0 (2.29a) 

Su;: ng (c vy +M v3) _ OP. 0 (2.29b) 3° J pny PR Oxy 3 . 

where, in equations (2.28), the body forces are 

F} =F! + ti(xn, x2,—h), BN = PN + ti(21, x2; h), 

and FP =F? (p=2,3,..., N-). 
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2.5 LAYERWISE BOUNDARY 

INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

Equation (2.27) may also be used to develop the boundary integral equations 

(BIE) that govern the deformation of a single layer, with a displacement 

variation through its thickness in the form of (2.18). In this case, expression 

(2.27) for the total potential energy is integrated in such a way that all de- 

rivatives of uv; are transferred to the 5u;. The integral statement (variational 

statement), which yields the BIE model, is given as 

07 buy dug 078; =? Bu5 \_, 
O= J - na "? Qxpoxy °°”? Oxy Jer ~ HM np & Oxy oxy oxy}? 

+H [Kap bof +D a + (ADioreed L(+ 2u) Kap buf |v} 

  

a) 

buy 02 5u3 n Pp Dp _ u Cup Set See + Mop 5a |vg | da - [F bu? dQ 

_ | [Bice x2,-m) Su; + t;(2c1, x2, A) Su) | dQ - $a! Su; ar 

    

Q 

06u7 h ddu; ddvy) , 
tf |r| Man + Cop B05 |} +H Mypns( SL 4 ees Nf 

p d5u3) _ 
+ U ny Crp 007 + Mnp U3 ar. (2.30) 

In the last contour integral of equation (2.30) the terms that multiply the vu; 

are the traction components 5¢;, and the term that multiplies vj is the 

traction component df; : 

  

n dduy p ddu;  08vy 
dt; = nr ay Soe + Cry a8 | +nzuMnp (Se Dx; (2.31la) 

dts = nip [Cs 507 +Mnp os (2.31b) 
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The following quantities are also defined, 

Ch 0784 07 8u7 ddu4 
dp; = —(A+H) Mnp 5x;dxay 7H np Jada tH Dnp - Crp) > Dx = (2.32a) 

+t Knp Su; 

A 078u3 abun 
6p3 = —uUMnp dxwdxu Dip - Cup) 5 ot (ht 2) Knp Su. . (2.32b) 

which essentially represent concentrated unit loads applied at points in the 

domain of the numerical layer and, if they are equated to zero, they form the 

equations that must be satisfied by the fundamental solution of the problem. 

Comparing equations (2.32a) and (2.32b) to the discretized governing 

equations (2.28a) and (2.28b), it becomes apparent that the differential opera- 

tor which is applied on v? and its adjoint which is applied on 6v) are identi- 

cal, and thus the operator for the two-dimensional problem is self-adjoint. 

Substitution of the definitions (2.31) and (2.32) into statement (2.30), yields 

the following simplified integral equation for the typical numerical layer 

J Sp" vu? dQ -[ FP bu? da 

-{ [ ti(aci, x2, -h) Su} + ti(x1, x2, h) bu; | dQ 

Q 

“ger Su; dT + ; St? ut (2.33) 

The above integral statement gives rise to the boundary integral equations 

for the single numerical layer, and forms the basis for the development of the 

BIE model in the analysis of the two-dimensional counterpart of the problem. 

However, in order to apply this method it is necessary to obtain the funda- 

mental solution of this problem, t.e., the unit load solution to the problem of a 
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layer which has thickness 2h and extends to infinity in the x; and x2 

directions. 

The virtual statement for the multilayered system of Figure 2.1, can be 

expressed in a form similar to that of equation (2.33). The multilayered plate 

is divided into Z numerical layers through the thickness. At the interface 

between adjacent numerical layers appropriate conditions hold to ensure the 

displacement continuity and traction equilibrium. Denoting by e the typical 

layer, these conditions are expressed as 

(UP )e=(i)en » (Bu) )e = (Bu; )ert (2.34) 

t6(21, 22, he) + tf? (1, x2, eri) = 8° (er, x2) (2.35) 

(e=1,2,...,.L; n=1,2,...,N; t1=1, 2,3) 

where trv denotes the components of the externally applied loads at the 

interface between the e and (e+1) numerical layers, and t;(x1,x2,he) are the 

components of the tractions that develop at the upper surface of the e-th 

numerical layer. Taking into account conditions (2.34) and (2.35), the virtual 

statement for a multilayered system is written as 

L N-1 

O= J p X Sproryet Spiup)it...+[ Op e+ Spiders |(vp err 
e=1 n=2 

Q 

+... + @p%u")| dQ 

L N-1\ 
-| {> DX (F8u?)e+ (Fi) 8u;)1 +... + [Pet (Fier | (Svj ert 

e=1 n=2 
Q 

+... + F609), dQ 

-| {é} (Sujit... +t f Bupett."” (Bulent... + 7? uN)z} da 
Q 
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L N-1 , A 1 a A A 

-} {> L Q,"5uP e+ QLBv})1 +... + | QM e+ QDerr | Gv} ert 
e=1 n=2 . 

r 

+o, + Bs} dT 

L N-1 

X DVS uP et (Stjvj it... + [Gt Me+ WtPen |(Uen 
e=1 n=2 $ 

r 

  

+... +(5t0 uN), 

  

dT (2.36) 

where the components 6p; of the virtual body forces are given in equations 

(2.32a) and (2.32b) in terms of the layer’s elastic constants and the virtual 

displacements, and (0, are the components of the nodal forces acting on 

the side surface of the e-th numerical layer and are given in terms of the 

externally applied tractions in equation (2.26). The differential equations 

that are satisfied by the fundamental solution of the multilayered system are 

deduced from the first domain integral of (2.36). Equation (2.36) 1s the BIE 

model of the multilayered system that has been divided into L numerical 

layers. 

The boundary integral equations for the typical numerical layer in equa- 

tion (2.33), and for the multilayered system in equation (2.36), are given at 

this stage of the analysis in the form of variational statements. They will pro- 

duce, however, the corresponding boundary integral models, if appropriate 

fundamental solutions are derived and then utilized in these variational 

statements as an admissible set of virtual displacements. For this purpose, a 

methodology has been developed for deriving fundamental solutions of a sin- 

gle layer or multiple layers and it is presented thoroughly in the following 

chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 

FOR LAYERED MEDIA 

  

3.1 GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF AN INFINITE LAYER 

The governing equations for a typical infinite layer (unbounded numerical 

layer) which is subjected to concentrated loads and which has been discre- 

tized through the thickness into N nodal points, are given by equations 

(2.32). These equations can also be written in the following convenient form: 

2yP 2y7P 
~(A+p) M OM M, OT. Dap h Cp) SS vi 

" Ixrdxm ? OxmOxM 

+ Knp vi = Pr (3.1) 

217P a°V; OVur 
—wMnp Fxadny tO Dae - LW Crp) =— axa M+ (X42) Knp V? = P3 (3.2) 

in which the subscripts I, M take the values 1 and 2, while the indices n, p 

take the values 1,2,..., N. The virtual displacements Su; (i=1,2,3) have been 
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replaced by V,”, and the virtual body forces 5p? have been replaced by the 

unit concentrated load P;' which is applied in the x; direction at the n-th 

node associated with an arbitrary point (€1,&2)¢ Q. These forces P;” are 

expressed as 

Pj* (x1, X2) = 8(%1 —§1) S(x2-§2) = (x) 6) (3.3) 

where 8(x;—6&;) is the Dirac function, and x= x, —&1, y= x2—&2 is the distance 

between the two points in the x; and x2 directions, respectively. It must be 

emphasized that, the load is applied only at node n in the x; direction, which 

means that there are no loads applied in the other two directions at this node 

and at the other (N—1) nodes as it is depicted in Figure 3.1. 

    

  
    

Figure 3.1 Displacement components V/;’(x1, x2) at node p of point 

(x1, x2) for a unit load applied in the x, direction at node 

n of point (€1, €2). 
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The domain of the problem at hand is considered to be discrete in the 

transverse direction and continuous over the entire middle plane Q of the 

layer. Therefore, each point on this plane is associated with N nodal points 

through the thickness of the layer. Equations (3.1) and (8.2) along with the 

free-field boundary condition, that the solution should vanish at infinity, 

provide the displacement field as a continuous function of x; and x2 at the N 

nodes associated with an arbitrary point (x1,x2)¢ Q, for concentrated loads 

applied at the nodal points of another arbitrary point (€),&2) of plane Q (see 

Figure 3.1). 

The fundamental solution in this case is a 3Nx3N matrix whose entries 

are denoted by U¢s(x1, x2;€1,€2), where the subscripts g and s are defined as 

qg=3(p-1)+t and s=3(n-1)+), (3.4) 

with p, n=1,2,...,.N, and i, j=1,2,3. Ugs(x1,x2;&1,62) represents the displace- 

ment along the x; direction of node p at point (x1,x2), due to a unit concen- 

trated load applied at the n-th node of (€1,&2) in the x; direction, where the i, 

j, p and n are uniquely determined from the q and s using expressions (3.4). 

The unit load is given in equation (3.3) and all other point forces at the nodes 

through the thickness at point (€1,&2) are assumed to be zero (see Figure 

3.1). The fundamental solution in its matrix form can also be viewed as the 

flexibility matrix of a typical element having N nodes along the transverse 

direction. 

The stresses at any point (x1, x2,x3) in the domain V, occupied by the 

typical element, can be expressed in terms of the displacements at the N 

nodes associated with point (x1,x2) of the middle plane Q of the element, by 

introducing the displacement approximations (2.18) into the constitutive 

relations (2.3). The six stress components will be denoted by the stress vector 

Tr(X1,X2,X3) whose entries are defined as 
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T 
{t, Tz 73 Ts Ts Te} = {011 O22 33 Siz O23 O31} !, (3.5) 

where the stress components can be expressed in terms of the displacement 

components V,” in the following way 

        

+2 Ops dops2 A 

Fou horse (A 2H) Op 5 ice 

| on _¥ Mr Mri a+ 2m Be vl ee 
oe p=1 Hoa Hop 5 0 ve 

. O31 | 0 noe Hop 5e- 

use 0 bop 5 

or te=Bi;V? (k=1,2,...,6;i=1, 2,3). (3.7) 

In the above equations, summation convention is implied over the repeated 

index p=1,2,...,N, and B;, denotes the differential operator in the constitutive 

relation (3.6). Equation (3.6) can also be used to describe the stresses in a 

typical element of the finite plate which correspond to the displacement field 

D Pp P 
(Vy ; Vo, U3). 

In a way similar to that of defining the fundamental solution, a stress 

matrix Szs5(x1, x2, x3;3€1,€&2) is introduced, where the subscript s is given in 

equation (3.4). Its columns are the six stress components (k=1,...,6) at an 

arbitrary point (x1,%2,x3) in V, which are produced by a unit concentrated 

load in the x; direction at the n-th node of point (€1,€2). This stress matrix is 

expressed in terms of the fundamental solution as 

[S (x1, x2, x35 §1, §2)] = 

| [B*(xs)] [B?(xs)] --- [B%(ws)] ] (UO tar, x231,&2)] (3.8) 
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where the operator Bj; at each node p is given in equation (3.7). 

The differential equations of an infinite multilayered plate, which is 

subjected to unit loads, are obtained in a similar way. In this case, the 

definitions of (2.32) are written for each numerical layer as 

02 Ve 2 P 

hn 0°"(Vit), 9 (Vr), 
(Op7), = —(Ae +e) Map = Dx) xu — He Mp Fey ORM 

avs), 
+ (We Diy — Xe Crp) = Ox, tT He Ki,(Vr Ye (3.9) 

32 Vv? 

ny , os), AV). 
(6p3), = —He Mip onde Daag te e Dip — We Crp) = xn 

+(he + 2Me) Kip (V3 ), (3.10) 

where J, M=1,2; e=1,2,...,L and n, p=1,2,...,N. Then, setting the coefficients of 

the actual displacement components (u;)e in the first domain integral of 

(2.36), equal to unit loads of the form of (3.3), the differential equations are 

derived in the following concise form 

(6p;),= (P?), (n=2,3,...,.Ny e=1,2,...,0) (3.11) 

(8p) +(8p!) = P® and (v.") =(v) (e=1,2,..,L-1) (3.12) 
e e+] e e+1 

where (8p;’), (=1,2,3) are given in equations (3.9) and (3.10). (P;), denote the 

components of unit nodal forces that act at nodes within the numerical layer, 

while Pe denote the components of unit forces that act at the common node 

between adjacent layers. All the unit loads in equations (3.11) and (3.12) are 

expressed mathematically in the same way as the load in equation (3.3). 
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3.2 FOURIER TRANSFORM 

OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) form a system of second order linear partial differ- 

ential equations. The number of the unknowns and corresponding number of 

equations depend on the number of nodes in each element. The solution of 

this system can be obtained in a systematic way by transforming the 

differential equations to the two-dimensional Fourier domain and solving the 

corresponding WN ordinary algebraic equations for the N unknown displace- 

ments. The solution in the physical space can then be obtained through the 

inverse transform. According to Sneddon (1951, 1975), the following two- 

dimensional Fourier transform is defined 

_ 1 tee tee . 

f (01, G2) = & [f(x1, x2)] = on J f(x1, Xz) e 1% + 82%) dy) dxe (3.13) 

where i= /-1 , and its inverse transform is 

_ 1 too p+oo 

f(x1,x2)= "| f (1, 02) | = on J | f (O11, &g) er *1 +92 %2) doy, datz, (3.14) 

if f(x1, x2) satisfies Dirichlet’s conditions for —o < x), x2 < oo and if the integral 

oo +00 

| J f(x1, x2) dx; dx2 

is absolutely convergent. The transforms of the derivatives that appear in 

(3.1), (8.2) and (3.3) of the fundamental problem are given by 

  

of =-iarf, for lim f(x1,x2) 30, (3.15) 
Ox] |xz| 920 

2 _ 
o’f =-o? f, for lim f(x1,x°) ~0 and lim Of (%1, X2) 0, (3.16) 
02x17 \2:7|—r00 |xz|92° Ox] 
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Ox) he 

  

o°f 

|x2|—r20 
=-Q} af, for jim f(x1,x2) 20 and lim f(x1,x2) ~ 0. (3.17) 

X1;7< 

For the case of an infinite layer subjected to a concentrated load the displace- 

ments and the tractions vanish at infinity and therefore the displacement 

vector V?’ is such that all the above conditions are fulfilled (equation 2.12). 

Application of the above definitions (3.13, 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17) to the 

governing equations (3.1) and (38.2), yields 

+i 7 (A Crp — iW Dnp) V3 + WL Knp vr = P? 

om Om Map Ve + i cm (hb Cap —A Dnp) Viz 

+(A+2u) Knp VP =P? 

and application to the equations (3.6) and (3.7) for the stresses, yields 

or 

      

—101(A+ 2) Op —LO2A0p 

T1 -iQAb, ide (A+2p)d, 
T2 
ts | -¥ ~i 041 Adp ~i 0.24, 

= p=1 —LO2ULOp —tOi dp 

_ O 22 

v6 ; dx3 

dbp — 0 
_ dx3 

Trh= bi vP (k=1, 2, 

dbp 
r dxs 

dp 
dx3 

(A+2y) 

0 

dbp 
dx 3 

—102 U0, 

—1Oi WN Op   

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

vy 
V? > (3.20) 

V3 

(3.21) 

Equations (3.18) and (3.19) can be rewritten in a matrix form giving the 

following system of algebraic equations 
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TEIN A(T 
where 

gH) 
{V"} =: ( », {Vi} = ‘° ; (3.23) 

i}) 

Bi), 
{P’} = 1; +, {P*}= i‘ . (3.24) 

BN P3 

{Pe}     
The components of the force vectors in equations (3.24) are obtained from the 

Fourier transform of the unit loads of equation (3.3). Their transformed com- 

ponents are 

1 L ( ) 1 (a1 § E2) ne b(y xX, +O Xe _ t(1 G1 + G2 G2 P; on | | d(x) d(y) e dx, dx an © . (8.25) 

The stiffness equation of a typical numerical layer, whose form is shown 

in (3.22), can be used to construct the stiffness equation of the multilayered 

plate that consists of L such layers and extends to infinity in the plane Q. 

The element stiffness matrices are assembled using the continuity conditions 

that were introduced in (3.11) and (3.12). Denoting by e the typical layer, the 

transformed interface conditions are 
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vy) [H PY) {BP Pi 
Vi > =4 Ve and + P’ > +4 P} P, (3.26) 

e+1 P 3 e+1 e 
e 

A 

where e=1,2,...,.(2-1) and (P: denotes the components of the unit load 

applied at the interface between layers e and (e+1) and is given in equation 

(3.25). The final form of the assembled equations is going to be 

[ K(orr, 2) | {V(or, 2; E1,82)} = {PEi,&2)} (3.27) 

where [K] is the transformed stiffness matrix of the multilayered plate, iv} 

is the vector of all the transformed nodal displacements and {P} is the vector 

of all the nodal forces. The dimension of these vectors is, 3 [ZL (N—1)+1]. 

3.3 FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION 

IN THE FOURIER DOMAIN 

The formulation presented up to this point is general and refers to a N-node 

numerical layer with 3N degrees of freedom at every point in the plane Q. 

However, a closed-form solution to the system of equations (3.22) can be 

obtained only if specific interpolation functions are chosen for the approxima- 

tion of the displacements through the thickness of the layer. The degree of 

the polynomials in (2.18) is determined by considering requirements on the 

accuracy of the solution, the type of loading, the cross sectional geometry of 

the multilayered plate, and whether the problem is studied at a micro- or 

macro-mechanical level. In the sequel, it is assumed that the displacements 

vary linearly through the thickness 2h of the element, and thus, the finite 

element interpolation functions are 

h+x3 

2h 

h-x3 

2h 
    $1(x3) = and (x3) = (3.28) 
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Substitution of these functions into expressions (2.21) to (2.24), yields (Reddy, 

1998), 

—1{ 1-1 _h{ 21 _ piel} -1 
xia |. wa- | ana [(C]=[D] Af 

bt
 

et
 

11 3/12 I (3.29) 

Making use of the element matrices given in (3.29) and by means of equa- 

tions (3.18) and (3.19), the matrices in the transformed stiffness equation 

(3.22) become 

[K’" | = 2 (A+ 2u) 

    

2(af + 42a | 2A301 02 a7 +As a? A301 O2 

2A301 02 2(Azoi +a | A301 Oe Asait+az 
x 

07 +A2a3 A301 Oe 2(o2+Az03) 2A3 0 Og 

A3 1 Oe Azar+a3 2A3 04 Oe 2(Azoi+a8 | 

1 O-1 O 

,H|o 10-1 
2h|-10 1 0 

0-1 0 1 

(3.30) 

(H-A)O1 (WHA) Or 
K?? _; 1 (u—A) Qe (u+A) M2 331 

[KU] =i 2) -(lt+Alo1 (A-H) O14 620) 
—(U+A) 2 (A-p) Oe 

2p) - 1| (A-H)O1 (A-H)O2 (Ut+A)a1 (U+A) Oe 
[Kn] =i 2 | oe —(U+A) G2 (W-A) O1 eee | 6-82) 

[K**| = hy 21 (a? +03) + A+2H)} 1 -1 (3.33) 
8° 112 me 2h {|-11 
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with i= /—1 and 

    

A\= A __v Ao = po _ G-2v) 
A+2u (1-v)’ A+2u 2(1-v) 

(3.34) 

A+p 1 
As=Ai+A2=7 79 = 3-0 

    

Equations (3.22) form a system of six ordinary algebraic equations in six 

unknowns. The system is solved for each unit load and the six corresponding 

displacement vectors are grouped into a 6x6 matrix [U]. This matrix is the 

fundamental solution in the Fourier domain of a single infinite layer with 

linear variation of the displacements through the thickness. This matrix can 

also be viewed as the flexibility matrix of the layer. The structure of this 

matrix is shown schematically in the following equation, 

  

node 1 node 2 

re ee 
Un Ui2 Us Uys Uis Ure | < | Vi 

Uo, Us2 Usg Una Uns Ung — * V3 - node 1 

[ Trou, a2; 1,2) _ Us Use Uss Use Uss Use — V3 

U4, Usg U4, Usq Uss Use —|V? 

Us U 52 Uss Use Uss Use < 5 V2 > node 2 

| User Use Uss Uses Uss Use | <— | Ve |         
(3.35) 

The fundamental solution Ujj(x1,x2;&1,62) is obtained by taking the inverse 

transform of Ujj(t1. 02; €1, €2), and it represents the displacement in the 

direction and nodal position of the i-th degree of freedom at point (x1, x2) of 

the middle plane 2, due to a unit concentrated load along the direction and 

nodal position of the j-th degree of freedom at point (€1,&2) on plane Q. The 

components of the solution in the physical space are 
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Oy O44 h_ | fro h ( as) fo5 

Ur Uss fe fio "any a 4 fos 

__3h_} fis—fys |  _h_ Aa | fei fh f,,—f (3.36a) 
91 

h A 3h 
U j2 = Uo = U 45 = Us4 = gay (440+ St t+ 4nu (54 -foo 

hh as f.» (3.36b) 

Ung = Usa = Ut = Us = (24s+4t)e,,4 tau (—f4 + fy | 
4m 4 4 

_h_ As anu 4 feo (3.36c) 

U4 Oat h_ } fy h ( As) fig 

U5 Us2 2M fio Any ° 4 fi 

, 3h {ore _ hh At fa (3.36d) 
4nu | f,,—f,, 4np 4 | f,, 

Ue Uie U4 U43 

Uses __ U6 __ U'35 _ Us3 _ 

Usa |. U46 U3; U3 
Us Use U'32 U3 

fay — fs, fy 

_ AA _ E49 ~ fo shAe2 fo> 

~ 16 nWAs | f,,-f,, r 4nu | -f,, (3.36e) 

E45 ~ fs5 —fr, 

h 3h 
U33 = U6 = anu (fo + 3A2 fo | + 4np foo (3.36f) 

h 3h 
U6 = Ues = anu (f,6 + 3A: fx | ~ 4nu foo (3.36¢g) 
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where 

A, -41- 2 _ 2v? 

As (A+p)(A+2u) 1-v (3.37) 

and fag are functions of x=x,-—&, and y=x2—€2, having Fourier transforms 

  

  

  

= Pp = Pp > P 
bio = Sa oo = 245d’ P30 = 5a 

fa iB | % | fs, = —1P { | 
f 45 Pp? [G2 J | feo (c2 +p”) | Ge 

_ F ~2 

f.. | _ Gp la 3 |p | HH (3.88) 
fo) pt la J’ rape pt} OLD? 

fo. O2 

7 52 f aL 

Fw = D2 ( Bh Oh ai Fo, Ts 2) O1 as — Cc — _ ~ 

f 95 P P ip f 93 P P Op 

in which i= J-1, 

P = ef 1 S1+ a2 &2) (3.39) 

_ j12 + w) 9 [As and c= + 2u) =2/3A3. (3.40) 

The quantities &;=ha, are the dimensionless transform parameters and 

p =hp=hJoz+o2 . (3.41) 

Equations (3.36) also apply in the Fourier domain if the symbols ‘U’ and ‘f’ 

are replaced by the corresponding symbols of the transformed quantities ‘UW’ 

and ‘f ’, respectively. 
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Substitution of the transformed fundamental solution (3.35) into expres- 

sion (3.20) for the stresses produces a 6x6 matrix of the following form 

[S]=[ [B+] [B*] ][T] (3.42) 

where the operator [B? | (p=1,2) is given in equations (3.20) and (3.21). The 

k-th column of [Ss] represents the six transformed stress components at an 

arbitrary point of the layer due to a unit concentrated load in the direction 

and nodal position of the k-th degree of freedom. This is the same load that 

caused the displacement field of the k-th column of [U] in (3.35). The compo- 

nents of matrix [S(x1, x2,x3;§1,§2)], which is the inverse transform of [Ss], 

are given in the following concise form of matrix multiplications 

Sir Sis ft, —f 5 2As fy, 

Sai Sas 1 |As5} f,, fo. 1} Arif, = 1)|45 +A - 11 
Sio Sis | 8n| As] fy *) f., | As | Arfes {11} 
S22 Ses —f., —f,, 2A3f,, 

0 —Aof,, + fy. 

_ Aa fs 3 X38 Az f,7 — fys 
8x | f,, ti [+90 h Ao f., — fo, 

0 —Ag fog +f, 

fy) 
1 Aj f 

+5 Aif,, {1-1} (3.43a) 

£45 

S31 S34 Ai f,, f5) x3} fy, fy —_- | _ +3— 3.43b 

ee S35 | As fe f59 h E45 Ly, ‘ 
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S41 S44 _ 1 As fog , 44 fie _ 

3 x3(1] fee fog fig 2 oe) st _ A | _ . 

"On aT | if I+ Ae tt 7 ease 

|S Sse Ssa Sos | 
S61 See S64 S65 

  

92 

x3 3A) feo fas feo fgg | . x3 3A1 (3.434) 
h 4m | fe, fy. fg, fee 

Si3 Sie fy 
3A 

S23 S26 |= on fe. r{-11} 
S43 Sae —fo 

3 x3 I fio wis +519 Ar py tay fos {11} (3.43e) 

74 

S33 _ 3 —1 x3 1 (So \-8(eal2feeeta{ttes) oa 
S53 S56 | 1 fin Ly x3| fro —f5o —- —|— +3— 3.43 

| See | fe fa, h fs —f,, ‘ 8) 

where A,, Az and A; is defined in (3.34), Ag is defined in (3.37), and 

  

_ _SA+2N Lev As=341+2A,=5 5 a aht (3.44) 

The inverse Fourier transforms of the functions fyg(x,y), which appear in 

equations (3.43) and are not listed in (3.38), are 
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fo P i 0? Oe 
—_ i e 3.45 
1 p2 (c2 +p?) | i & oe (3.45) 

  
where i= /—1 and P is given in (3.39). Although, expressions (3.43) are writ- 

ten in the physical space, they are also valid in the Fourier space if S;; and 

all functions fxg are replaced by the corresponding transformed quantities. 

3.4 INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM 

OF THE SINGLE LAYER FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION 

In order to derive the fundamental solution and corresponding stresses in the 

physical space we have to obtain the inverse Fourier transform of the 

functions f op(01, 0-2;€1, £2) using the definition (3.14), 

1 foo @too _ 

f(x,y) = On J f (G1, 23§1, &2) ent! 14% *2) dar dag (3.46) 

where fin the above equation may represent any of the functions fug(x, y). 

Depending on the structure of functions f op in equations (3.38) and 

(3.45), their inverse transforms can be cast into the following four categories, 

fix, 9) = J J F(p) P ene 214 02 2) dor, dary (3.47a) 

, 1 oo too 

fx,y) = sk J J Sin F(p) P e-it 21+ 22 2) do, dary (3.47b) 

(n= 1, 2) 
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1 +foo soo 

fix,9) = sk | J Sim Sn F(p) Peni +422) devs dots (3.470) 
(m,n =1, 2) 

1 +00 poo 

Kn) = 52 } 2, On F(p) P e7 its 1+ 42 %2) da, doy (3.47d) 

(m,n=1,2;m#n) 

in which 

f=P FQ), f=P0, Fp), f=PGnG, Fp) and f =P &?2,&, Fi), 

respectively, and P is given in (3.39). The integrals of equations (3.47) are 

written in cylindrical coordinates and the exponential terms are expressed in 

terms of the modified Bessel functions of the first kind (Watson, 1945), as 

P ent (a1 X1+Qqx2) — eta x+Q2¥) — ep Rk cos (¢-8) 

Ip(-ip R) +2 )) In(-ip R) cos[k(o- 8)] (3.48) 
k=] 

where 01 =p cos, O02 =p sind, x= Rcos8, y=RsinO, and R is the distance 

between points (x1, x2) and (&1, &2), 

  

R= (x1 -€1)" + (x2—-E2)" = Jx*t+y?. (3.49) 

Substituting equation (3.48) into the integrals of (3.47) and using the relation 

between the modified Bessel functions of the first kind J, and the Bessel 

functions of the first kind Jz, Ip(-ipR) = e*2' J,(oR), the inverse transforms 

of (3.47) become 

f = 5 -1lf sr 5B) a5 f =P FO) > f(%y)= 7H? J. p F(p) Jol B | dp (3.50a) 

  

7; _ 1 — _ —t x ” ~92 ~ ~ ~ j -P{& | F@) + fl%,y) = ai} «| J, @ Fe n[p#)a5 @.s0w) 
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~2 
_ Oy 
f =P< a@102 7 Fp) > 

  

Ot 

aoe R 372. 7(<R) = 
Kx.y) = saz , J. 6 F@) Jp =) ap 

bey 

1 =3 R\ j= 
2h2 R2 pry I, p° Fp) JA E) ap (3.50c) 

x? —y? 

7-Pi%% lew 
01 a3 

y * na ye ~R)\ ,~ 
f(x,y) = cite? | J. p Fp) (3 BE) ap 

tb y (8x -¥) ~4 R _ aie | on tS Fp) Ja(p =) ap , (3.504) 

respectively, which involve Hankel transforms of zero up to the third order 

(Sneddon, 1951). 

The inverse Fourier transforms of the functions fg are obtained using 

expressions (3.50) and the properties of Bessel functions which are listed in 

Appendix A. The resulting expressions are 

  

  

1 fl ~R)\ ,- 1 cR 
fio = A J. Jol B) ap ; fo = A, Ko SE) (3.51a,b) 

1 ("1 ,(-R),- f 1 jx f -1 [| sa(p2)a , fia le 3.51¢,d 30 h2 0 53 0 p h p ni hR?2 y ( Cc ) 

fa | _e K,(c® ] x (3.516) 
fo h?R h y 
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( f /3 p ter t _ K,( B) x | | nip KilV8 7), (3.516) 

fo 1 |x | 1 (5 E) ~ 1 |x 
= OLB =J, — Id —zT . 

3 1 1 = 4 R 1 yy? — x? leak lo] Lpaetleo ate [les] © ma DR) oT), pO A )eP * GaeRe] 22 fF OID) 
fos 1 x*-y 

fi6 (x? — y?) —y . 
= JT 3.01 {f 2hR* | x (3.51) 

fey —x? +? x2 
_ —1 _ oft fh _ _1 R 

is2 | ~ RA [2 REF) | xy (Re Kole) xy ¢ GON) 
£55 x" -y y 

fea 2 [4 cR (cB ( RY y (y2 -3.x?) = 2.|4 cRx/.2)_x (8 
1 | cR'lcR 2h “Ch Eh x (x? -3y*) 

Cx y R x 

"72 RS Ki(eB)] *} (3.51k) 

fo, —x? + y? 

f,, b= 1_|1-8£x,(2)| ~2xy BR h h exy 
fy xe-y 

1 r\| * 
+75 Re Ko 432) xy (3.511) 

y 
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er ~ TF Ri je - oe Kol 13 7 )-m(8 B)| 

“|? (y? ~ 3x2) | . Boxy K( 8 B){ =} (3.51m) 
x (x? ~3y?) h 

In the analytical expressions obtained above there are some functions which 

involve the following two integrals, 

| 1 ~ E) ~ = at 52 G, 0 1 a(p h dp (3.5 ) 

-{ 1 7,(52)\a35 and Go= I 53 Jol Bap. (3.53) 

These integrals are special because their integrands exhibit a singular 

behavior for 9) > 0, although they are well behaved for p — ©. Expansion of 

their integrands in ascending power series of 9 reveals terms of the form 

1 1,y "op 
5 o(p i) p LG (kl)? = (es) 608 

  

1,(-R\)_1 (-1)* ( R? \a,5 
33 (3 f) ~ 58 ie at Say (kl)? (#5) P (3.5) 

and it is apparent that both expressions tend to infinity as p — 0 because of 

the terms p77 and p=? 

The singular behavior of the integrands in equations (3.52) and (3.53) 

indicates that the expressions for some of the components of the fundamental 

solution Uj; and the corresponding stresses Sj, in their present form, are 

non-convergent and that the solution should be reexamined. A thorough 

study of these components and the construction of the revised solution are 

going to be the topic of the next section. 
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3.5 SINGLE LAYER FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION 

IN THE PHYSICAL SPACE 

The construction of the final solution to our problem is suggested by inspect- 

ing the structure of expressions obtained by Dougall (1904) and by the obser- 

vation of Benitez and Rosakis (1987), that simple subtraction of the singular 

terms that appear in the expansions (3.54) and (3.55) from the original 

integrands in (3.52) and (8.53) yields integrands which are convergent. More 

specifically, subtraction of 

+ a Gi@=| <— dp (3.56) 
0 p 

from the integral G, of equation (8.52) and 

oo 2 _ 

Gi@p, R)= 4 _ 4 4 dp (3.57) 
0 

from the integral G2 of (3.53), results in new integrals which are convergent 

since their integrands are well behaved for every p € [0,°). The inclusion of 

the multiplying factor e in the p-! terms of (3.54) and (3.55) ensures the 

integrability of the final expressions for Gi-G} and G2-G3, as it is shown 

in Appendix B. 

The integrals introduced in equations (3.56) and (3.57) give rise to a new 

set of functions f,(x,7) which are constructed by eliminating in the expres- 

sions (3.51) of the functions fyg(x,y) all the terms that do not involve the sin- 

gular integrals G; and Ge, and by replacing in the retained terms the two 

singular integrals with G; and G3, respectively. These operations give 

fi) = re Gt, (3.58a) 

fo = Gy Gi, (3.58b) 
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and 3 é 
while all the other functions fo, 

  

  

  

functions into equations (3.36) produces a displacement matrix 

which is 

| Ui, 0 -Ux Uy 0 -U}, | 
0 Uj, -U3, 0 Uy —U%, 

(U*] = U3) U32 U33 —U3) —U32 U33 

Uy 0 U3, Uy OO Us, 
0 Uy U3, O Uy Usg 

| Us, U3, Ug —U3, —U32 Us 

with 

ee 
U3,= g Smph (5- 4A3+— “) ai ’ 

* 1 A Une gaan 1+2A3+ 1) Gt, 

~ 3Ag xX ny x 3Ag J * 

Us= Brun ho? 2 8mphh 

and Uss = Tan Gi +3Ae G3) ) 

(3.58c) 

(3.58d) 

vanish. Consequently, substitution of these 

  

  

Uii(x,y), 

(3.59) 

(3.60a) 

(3.60b) 

(3.60c,d) 

(3.60e) 

where Az, A3 and A, are given in equations (3.34) and (3.37). Substitution of 

the functions (3.58) into the stress expressions (3.43), produces a stress 

matrix whose non-zero components are the following, 

* * * * 

13 = Si¢ = S93 = So. = 
3A3 x3 
  

4n h3 

Gi, * * 

S33 = S36 = —= G} 
Anh? 

(3.61) 
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The displacement and stress matrices are constructed independently of each 

other, on the basis of the observation that subtraction of these matrices from 

the fundamental solution (3.36) and stress components (3.43) yields new ma- 

trices, which are both relieved from the non-convergent integrals. However, it 

can be shown that the displacement fields U;; of equations (3.59) and (3.60) 

give rise to stresses which are identical to those of (3.61), and therefore it is 

[S*(x,y, x3)] =[ [B'(xs)] [B?(s)] ] [U*e»)]. (3.62) 

Equation (3.62) demonstrates that the displacement components Uj, of each 

column of the fundamental matrix are compatible with the stress field 

described by the corresponding column of S;,. 

It is also observed that direct substitutions of the six displacement fields 

described by matrix U;; into the governing equations (3.1) and (3.2) yield zero 

nodal forces for every point (x1, x2) € 9. The physical interpretation of this is 

that all displacement fields correspond to zero body forces and to zero trac- 

tion boundary conditions at x3 =—h and x3 =h. Hence, the displacements U i 

and stresses Sj; form a self-equilibrating system and they can be subtracted 

from U;; and Sj, respectively, to give the final solution, which is convergent 

and satisfies the same field equations as the original solution. The proposed 

solution can still be expressed by equations (3.36) and (8.43), and the non- 

singular functions fog by equations (3.51), but the functions fio, f30, f71, f72, 

f73 and f75, which initially involved the singular integrals, are now given by 

the following expressions, 

  

1 2h 
fio = Ae In (22), (3.63a) 

£39 = Aht 1+I1n R ; (3.63b) 
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{| = ps[dn(@8)] {5} a.m 
f 1 2h\}1\, y?-x* J 1 and ri = shy in(24)| 1 | PR) 11 (3.63d) 
75 

  

The above functions are obtained by replacing the singular integrals G| and 

Gs in expressions (3.51a,c,g,h) with Gi—G; and G2-G3, respectively, and 

making use of equations (B.6) and (B.13) from Appendix B. | 

3.6 BASIC FEATURES AND PROPERTIES 

OF THE FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION 

In the sequel, we present the basic features of the modified solution. Proper- 

ties regarding symmetry of the fundamental solution and the effect of the 

relative position of points (x1, x2) and (€),&2) on the solution can be found in 

Appendix C. 

According to the presented formulation the stress matrix Sj; was 

obtained by transforming the constitutive relations into the Fourier space, 

substituting into the transformed expressions the displacements Ui, and 

finally inverting the transformed stresses Si back into the physical space 

and making the appropriate modifications to treat the singular integrals. The 

stresses Sj; and the displacements U;;, both being expressed in terms of the 

modified functions fog, are still related through the constitutive relations, 

and it is 

(si=[ [B'] [B?] | (u (3.64) 

where the stresses are given in (3.43), the displacements in (3.36) and the 

operators [B”] (p=1,2) are given in equations (3.6) and (8.7). This can be 
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verified by substituting the displacements into the right-hand side of the 

above equation and using the recurrence formulae for the modified Bessel 

functions of the second kind from Appendix A. 

        

    

   

  

      

      

  

      

h a . == S Xs 

Figure 3.2 Cylindrical surface of arbitrary radius r with unit 

concentrated load applied at node 2 in the x2 direction. 

The fundamental solution U;j(x1,x2;&1,52) satisfies the field equations 

(3.1) and (3.2) of the discrete problem at any point (x1, x2)¢€ Q, except at 

(x1,x2)=(€1,62) where the concentrated load is applied. This can be proved 

by replacing the nodal displacements V; in (3.1) and (3.2) with the 

components of the fundamental solution, according to the relations 

Vz = Ux and V2Z=Unj (3.65) 
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in which m=3+k and k=1,2,3. The components Uji; are given in (3.36) and the 

functions fo8(x1,x2;€1,52) are given in (3.51) and (3.68). The left-hand side of 

the equilibrium equations (3.1) and (8.2) becomes zero at every point in Q, 

except at point (€1,&2), for all values of j=1,2,...,6 in equation (3.65), i.e., for 

all six displacement fields of Ui;. When the field point (x,,x2) approaches 

point (61,62), where the unit loads are applied, the distance R— 0, and thus 

the expressions for the fundamental solution become singular due to the 

logarithmic terms and the modified Bessel functions of the second kind in the 

expressions (3.51) and (8.63) for the functions fog. In this case we prove that 

the integral of the tractions over the side surface of a cylinder having 

arbitrary radius r=R, height 2h and center axis perpendicular to the plane Q 

at point (€1,&2), is equal to minus the unit point load that is applied at one of 

the nodes of (€1,&2). This condition ensures the equilibrium for the limiting 

case x(x1,x2) E(Es, E>). Denoting the side surface of the cylinder by S,, the 

force resultants on its side surface are found to be: 

in the x; direction, 

J ni Sin as=[" [. (ny Sy+ne Sy)rd0dxs -| “ : a 5 5g (3:66) 
Se 

in the x2 direction, 

| Ni Oi2 as=[- [- (ny S4t+ne Soj)rd0 dx -| ~ | a a ° 46 (3.67) 

Sc 

in the x3 direction, 

J ni 6i3 as=[" I. (ny Sej+nz S5;)rd0 dxg = O : a yy . 15 288) 
Se 
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where n,=cos8, ng=sin8, n3=0 are the components of the unit outward 

normal vector on the surface S., Sxj(x1,x2,%3;&1,&2) are the stress compo- 

nents at X due to a unit load at point (E1,&2). Note that the force resultants 

in equations (3.66), (3.67) and (3.68) are independent of r, and thus the 

results hold also for the case R=r— 0. Figure 3.2 shows the fictitious cylin- 

der at point E and a unit load applied in the x2 direction at node 2. In this 

case it is j=5 and the integrals (3.66), (3.67) and (3.68) yield: 0, -1 and 0, 

respectively. 

This completes the derivation and evaluation of the fundamental solution 

Uij(x1, x2;§1,52) for a single layer whose displacement field varies linearly 

through the thickness. This solution will be used in the sequel to construct 

the Boundary Integral Equation Model (BIEM) for the typical numerical 

layer (element). 

3.7 DERIVATIVES OF 

THE FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION 

The components Ujj(x1,x23&1,&2) (i, j=1,2,...,6) of the fundamental solution 

are expressed in equations (3.36) in terms of the functions fog(x1, x2; &1,§2), 

where the values of the subscripts a and 6 are those in the definitions (3.51) 

and (3.63). The f.g and, consequently, the fundamental solution Uj depend 

on the relative position of the field point x(xi,x2), and the point E(E1, Eo) 

where the unit loads are applied. The distance between the two points has 

been introduced as 

x=x,-§: and y=x2-€:, (3.69) 

along the x; and x2 directions, respectively. 
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The integral statements developed in Chapter 2 involve integrands which 

contain either the components of the fundamental solution (equation 2.33), or 

their derivatives with respect to the independent parameters x, and x2 

(equation 2.31). In order to use these statements in the development of the 

boundary integral model, it is necessary to obtain first the expressions for the 

derivatives of U;; with respect to the coordinates of points (x1, x2) and (€1, €2). 

Derivatives with respect to E will be required in order to evaluate the strains 

and stresses, after the displacement field (Solution) has been expressed in an 

integral form. Since, the dependence of the fundamental solution on the 

coordinates of the two points, or their relative position, is introduced through 

the functions fxg, we only have to obtain expressions for the derivatives of 

these functions. The expressions for the derivatives of the fundamental 

solution will then be given from the same equations (3.36) as the components 

of the fundamental solution, if the functions are replaced by their derivatives. 

The derivatives with respect to x; and x2, or €; and 2 are related to the 

derivatives with respect to x and y through the following expressions 

0 £g(%1,%25§1,§2) _ O fap _ 0 fos 

> Sar OE, (3.70a)   

  

O fue *26162) fig Ofug 
oy 0x2 0&2 

and (3.70b) 

which arise from equation (3.69). The derivatives of the functions fog with 

respect to x and y, can be easily obtained from equations (3.51) and (3.63), 

and most of the derivatives can be expressed in terms of the same functions 

  

fog: 

d fio 1 dfi5 1 Fr —= f41, > = —= f49 (3.71) 
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Of 1, Po _ 1, 
ox h 71> oy h 72 

Of, Of, y?—x? Of,, fy _ 2xy 

ox oy hR*’ Oy ax AR! 

Ofs, Of, 2, Afy, Af fy, 2 41 __ 
oy ox oy 

h 82> “Oy 

Of, _ O feo _ Of, _3 

- ax ho’ ay ox ay h-”’ oy oy Ah 

Of, xy (x?-3y?) dfr6 _ df, _ 8x? y?— Rt 

dx AR& ° a dy ax 2h R& 
    

df, xy (y?-3x") 
dy =—s—si RS 
    

  f 84°? 
of. of. of. 
aan (f55-f51 ) SESE 

_i 
Ox h 

(3.72) 

(3.73) 

(3.74) 

(3.75) 

(3.77) 

(3.78) 
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61 7 94 ox oh oy ox (3.79) 

Ofyn Of, _ 1 “wil (s f } 
oy ox h 95? 4 h 94 62 

It should be pointed out that, in the expressions (3.36) for the fundamental 

solution, the functions f4,, f42 and f5,, f52 appear always as differences of 

the form (f41-fs1) and (f42—fs2), and thus, although the derivatives of each 

function with respect to x or y are not defined for x(x1, x2) > E(En, Eo), the de- 

rivatives of their differences are defined and their limit goes to zero (see 

equations 3.75). In the above expressions we have also used the following 

useful properties 

2 2 

  

yo -x 
f fr5 = f f73 — f75 = —>— 73 + 175 10 ; 73 75 Oh? R? 

43 R 
f31 + fg3 = f20 = A, Ko( SE) and f9) + f93 = 3 Kf h } 

The derivatives of the functions fg, and fg; cannot be expressed in terms of 

other functions fog, and they are given by the following equations : 

d fg, xy cR)\* 2 2 A cR 2 cR 

dx AR ( h (@y ~52°) 1 Ka h )-x Kal h ) 

rat (Lae(sB) A (&B)-(2))] 9m 
Of,, Ofg, 1 4 2.2 h \? h cR 

dx dy ARS [cr 7829 )(-6 (4) +6 (SE 

  

  

~x2 y? (eB) xa(2) (3.80b) 
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  eae (GE) (6-599 Fg GF) 94m 5)) h 

$24 (x2 —y2) (4 x22) + K,(2) _ (AY) - (3.80c) 

The derivatives of the functions fg, and fg5 can be obtained from equations 

(3.80), if the parameter c, which is given in (3.40), is replaced by V3. 
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Chapter 4 
  

BOUNDARY INTEGRAL 

EKQUATION MODEL 

  

4.1 LAYERWISE BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

FOR THE TYPICAL NUMERICAL LAYER 

The variational statement for the typical numerical layer has been derived in 

Chapter 2 and is given in equation (2.33). For the case of a linear numerical 

layer (N=2), each point x(x1,x2) on the mid-plane ©, of the e-th layer is asso- 

ciated with two nodes which are placed at the bottom and top surface of the 

element (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2). Therefore, node 1 is located on the plane 

x3=—h-, while node 2 is located on the plane x3=h,. The variational state- 

ment (2.33) may be written for the two-node model as 

[ (Se) ot + 8p?? ae = [ [Gent ) bob+(@? +R?) 5u? | dos 

Qe. Qe 
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+ f (Q: Su! +Q? 8? dT -¢ (82 vu) +302 u?) ar. (4.1) 
rT. re 

As it was also discussed in Chapter 2, the virtual quantities in the above 

statement can be replaced by the solution of the problem of a linear numeri- 

cal layer (element) which extends to infinity in its plane and is subjected to a 

concentrated unit load along one of the three directions. This solution is the 

fundamental solution that was developed in the previous chapter, and more 

specifically, for the choice of a single unit load 5p?(x) = 6(x:—&r) (1,2), the 

components of the corresponding virtual displacements du; are given in the 

matrix U%s(x7-§7) in column B =3(n-—1)+i, where i=1,2,3 denotes the three 

directions for the load, n,p=1,2 denote the two nodes, and a=3(p-—1)+) (see 

equation 3.35 or C.1 of Appendix C) refers to the displacement components at 

the two nodes. The corresponding virtual tractions can be obtained from the 

fundamental solution using equation (2.31), 

  

08u%, ddur  08v4 q e J e Pp e I J 

q e Pp e 0 5u3 

where I, J, q, p=1,2 and Su; are the displacements produced by the unit load 

dp; . It is apparent that, for each of the six unit loads, equations (4.2) produce 

six traction components on the boundary I of the element (three at each 

node). All these traction components can be cast into a 6X6 matrix, which is 

called traction matrix, and it is denoted by Tog(xz—§). This matrix has the 

same structure as the displacement matrix Uog(x;-§1) and its components 

are given in terms of the virtual tractions as 

Ta(x1- 61) = 8 ty (4.3) 
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where k=1,2,3, g=1,2, o=3(q—1)+k, and B=3(n—1)+1i depending on the 

position of the unit load 6p; . The traction matrix is expressed in terms of the 

functions fug(x,y), which are given in equations (3.51) and (3.63), and the 

components of the outward normal vector at the boundary T,. The super- 

script e denotes that these quantities are written for the e-th numerical layer, 

and that they involve the material properties and the geometric characteris- 

tics related to this layer. 

4.2 TRACTION MATRIX FOR 

THE INFINITE NUMERICAL LAYER 

The components of the traction matrix Tap(x1— §1) (=1,2; o,B=1,2,...,6) are 

obtained using the definitions (4.2) and (4.3), and the relations between the 

virtual displacements and the fundamental solution Ugg(x:-§1), which are 

Su; = Usg(xr—&). (4.4) 

In the above equation @=1,2,...,6 is the row number in the fundamental 

solution matrix and @=3(p-—1)+1, where p=1,2 refers to the nodal point, 

and 1=1,2,3 denotes the direction of the displacement component. The sub- 

script B is the column number and B=3(s—1)+), with s=1,2 and j=1,2,3 

denoting a unit load at node s in the x;—-direction. The traction matrix is then 

obtained from the following expressions, 

0 OU oes, )B e 
To(L.qyB = MU Ae (as, Fe + Cop Unia.pyp 

  

Oxy 

aU. aU. 
+ny be ME, ( — + ge08 | (4.5a) 

e e 0 Oa, 
T3,q)8 = hy be (cs U atpyp +M5p “Sweat | (4.5b) 
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where J,J=1,2, a(j,p)=3(p—1)+) depends on the values of the node num- 

ber p=1,2 and the direction x; ( j=1,2,3), and B=1,2,...,6. Substituting into 

(4.5) the expressions (3.36) for the displacement components of the funda- 

mental solution and using the properties of the derivatives of functions 

f,c(x, y) introduced in (3.71—3.80), we arrive at the following equations for the 

components of the traction matrix Tap (X, y) (a, B= 1, 2,...,6): 

Ti 

T22 

T14 

T25 

  

nif,, | ne (£42 + £60) 
_ A _4 naf,, 24 m1 (£,, + £6) 

8 O ng (£45 _ feo) 

0 1 fg, — £61) 

[ _A, ) 

Ag +(nif,,—ne fig) 5 A p+ Ag (m1 fy, — no £g,) 
-Aq 

| Ar 
-] | 

1 
+4(n1 fy, —nefy,) 1 , 

—1 

+(nif,.+ne2 t| ae +Ag(nif,,+ne fa) ; 
7 

  
n Aa £50 +Ag fio 

—n} 
A4 (fs ~~ £45) 

+4 (ni f,4+ne2 fa) 4 | 

Pig | _ (4 
{7 f=#| 3 Mifiy 

+3A, (n1 

+Ao (m1 f_5 —ng t.0}} ; 

fgg — 12 fgo) . } 

(4.6a) 

(4.6b) 

(4.6c) 
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T2) | _ih 9 fio + feo Agf,, +A6fy, 
=S—— | -4N] — hg 

T24 8 TT fio _ feo Aa (f,, _ £1) 

+(n1 f.,+Nne te ‘ + Aa(ny fa taf) ; 

7 

+4(n1 fy tf) 4 I (4.64) 

T h 1 eed [l4ntentont{ 
+3Aj (n1 feo —ng2 fa) 4 I (4.6e) 

a 

T 1 4 

Ts, hfa (ni f,, + af} 1 | +30 fy3 — M2 fa) 1 | (4.6f) 

T 1 j 

Ts. p= Bf avn fa tna) 1 [+301 fog — M2 | 1 | (4.6g) 

r | ~ ta [-cn £4, tne tw) , | +(nif,, +n2 fa) 7 }] (4.6h) 

{T4, T42 T43 Ta Tas Tae} ={T14 Tis -—Tie Ti. Ti2 —Tis} (4.61) 

{T51 T's2 Ts3 Ts4 T'5s Tse} ={T24 T25 —To2e T21 T22 —T23} (4.6)) 

{Te Te2 Tes Tes Tes Tee} ={-T34 -—T'35 T36 —T31 —T32 T'33} (4.6k) 

where nm; and n2 are the components of the outward normal unit vector along 

the x; and x2 directions . The functions f,<(x,y) are given in equations (3.51) 

and (3.63), and the coefficients Ai, Az, A3, A4 and As, which depend on the 

material constants of the e-th numerical layer, have been defined in equa- 

tions (3.34), (3.37) and (3.44). The coefficients Ag and A7 are defined as 

Ag = 4A} —A4 and Aq = 4—Ag4. (4.7) 
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The thirty-six components of the traction matrix in equation (4.6) are not 

independent. The independent components are only eighteen, and these are 

the components of the upper half of the matrix. The components of the lower 

half of the matrix are expressed in terms of the those of the upper half and 

thus, the 6x6 traction matrix may also be written in the following form 

  

node 1 node 2 

“PL PL PhO PROPER 
| Tn Te Ts Tu Tis Tie 

Ta Tee T23 Tea Tes Toe 

irosstuto= | Pe Pe tm Te To Te 
T24 T2535 -T2¢ 3 =T21 Too -T23 

| -T34 -T35 T36 —-T31 -T32 T'33   

4.3 DISPLACEMENTS AT POINTS 

IN THE DOMAIN OF THE LAYER 

  

> node 1 

> node 2   
(4.8) 

Incorporating the definitions (4.3) of the virtual tractions and (4.4) of the 

virtual displacements in the virtual statement (4.1), we obtain the boundary 

integral equations for the typical numerical layer 

| 8(2-E | Vo(X) dQA(x) = va(& | = 

Qe 

J | ta) + Fo) | Usa 4,8 | d Q(x) 

Qe 

+ > Qp@) Us.(%E) are —$ o@ TE(BEJATS) (4.9) 
Te Te 
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in which o,f = 1,2,...,6 and the points x,& € Qe are the point of integration 

and the reference point, respectively. In the above equation, all the nodal dis- 

placements associated with the arbitrary point x in the plane of the element 

have been combined into one vector ug(x) which is defined as 

{u@}p={vi@ vd@ via vze@ vz v3}. (4.10a) 

In a similar way, we introduce the traction components tp(%), which are ex- 

ternal loads applied at the bottom (x3 =-—h.) or top (x3=h-) surface of the 

layer, the equivalent nodal values of the body forces F a(x), and the boundary 

tractions Qg(x). These vectors with dimensions 6x 1, are defined as 

FOIH{Fi® H® M@ Fe Fie Fw} (4.10b) 

(Q@}=(Qe WH US We US Gel’ (4.10¢) 

{2%} ={21@,-he) to@,—he) ta(%,—-he) iG he) te(E,he) ta%,hey} (4.104) 

where x(x1,x2) is a point in the domain Q,. of the e-th numerical layer and 

2h. is the thickness of the layer. The BIE which is described by equation 

(4.9) is also called Somigliana-type identity and relates the displacements at 

an arbitrary point E in the domain Q, of the layer with the external tractions 

applied on its side boundary and on the top and bottom faces, and also with 

the displacements along its boundary I. We should also notice that the 

integral equation (4.9) is very similar to equation (2.16), which was obtained 

in Chapter 2 for the two- and three-dimensional elasticity problems. 

The boundary integral equation (4.9) cannot be used in its present form 

to obtain solutions for the single layer, unless the boundary displacements 

and tractions are known throughout the boundary I. Note that at this stage, 

the surface tractions are considered to be prescribed over the bottom and top 
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surface of the layer, but the boundary quantities, i.e. displacements and trac- 

tions, are not known everywhere on the boundary [,. This indicates that, in 

order to find the boundary quantities, we must derive an integral expression 

which relates directly the displacements on the boundary to the other bound- 

ary quantities of the boundary integrals in (4.9). Such an expression can be 

obtained by letting the point E € Q, to approach the boundary [,, and in this 

case the left-hand side of (4.9) will describe boundary displacements which 

will be related through (4.9) to the other boundary quantities on T,. 

4.4 DISPLACEMENTS AT POINTS 

ON THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAYER 

Assuming that the body can be represented as shown in Figure 4.1, i.e. with 

the point P=€(€i,&2) as an internal point surrounded by part of a circle of 

radius € (Brebbia et al., 1984), equation (4.9) can be written as 

vaP)= > [Qp(@) Ugal@,P) — vp(@ Tial@,P)] dT@) 
Te-l+r 

+ | [h@+P@] Vita P) 42a) (4.11) 
Q.+0* 

where q(x1,%2)€ Q.+Q* and Q(x1,x2)e T,. The domain of the problem has 

become 0,+Q* and the corresponding boundary is the [.+I*. It is also 

assumed that the solution state is regular, which means that the displace- 

ments, tractions and body forces are regular throughout the domain Q, +Q" 

(Cruse, 1967). 

Let us now study separately the limit of each integral in equation (4.11) 

as ¢- 0. First, we are going to examine the domain integral of the surface 

tractions and body forces which can be written as 
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J g5(q) Uga(a, P) dQ(q) = J g5(q) Ug.(q, P) dQ(q) 
Q.+Q* Qe 

+ lim [ [g9(a)—g0(P)] Upata, P) da) 
, 

+ gp(P) lim | Usa(q, P) dQ(q) (4.12) 
2 

in which ga(q) = t3(q) + F; a(q) is introduced for the sake of mathematical con- 

venience. In the above expression the limit ¢ — 0 of integrals over Q*, im- 

plies that the domain point g € 92* approaches the boundary point P. 

X3 

  

  

Figure 4.1 Singular point P(&1,&2) on the boundary surrounded by 

part of circle of radius e. 

Denoting the distance of these two points by R, i.e. R=|q—P|, and writing 

the domain integrals in polar coordinates with the origin at point P, we find 

that the two integrals over ©* present no special singularities, and they 

become 
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lim J [g5(q) — ga(P)] Usa(a, P) dQ(q) = 
J. 

£ > 

J) ime ftenca)-a9(P) Ujala.P) RAR |d0=0 (4.13a) 
0 0 

€ 

lim } Ué,(q, P) dQ(q) = J lim | Ui.(q, P) RdR | de=0 (4.13b) 
t E> 

Q* 0 0 

where 6=2, when the point P is on a smooth part of the boundary I°, or, 

when the point P is at a corner of I’, 6 is the angle between the two sides of 

this corner (Figure 4.1). In the case however of the integrals (4.13), the 

results are independent of the angle ». For the evaluation of the integrals in 

(4.13), we have used the functions f,c(x,y) in the form given in equations 

(3.51) and (3.63), but in these equations, the relative position of the points 

q(x1,x%2) and P(&),&2) has been expressed in polar coordinates as 

x=x,-€:=Rcos6 and y=x2-G2=R sind, (4.14) 

and the modified Bessel functions have been evaluated from the following 

expressions 

R AL R A Kol B) —in(-4,) and K,(¢ B | of, (4.15) 

which are valid for small arguments. 

The next step in this analysis is to examine the limit of the integrals over 

the boundary [.-I'+I* in the equation (4.11) as the distance between the 

points P and Q goes to zero (t.e., € > 0). The first of the boundary integrals in 

(4.11), which involves the components of the fundamental solution, can be 

written as 
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¢ Qs(Q) Us,(@, P) dT(Q) = 
le-r+r* 

lim | [ @5(@)- QP] UsC@, P) dT) 
:. 

+ lim Qp(P) J Uga(@, P) dT(@) +im | Qs(Q) Us.(@,P) dI(Q) . (4.16) 
r e-T r 

The first integral of the right-hand side of (4.16) vanishes from the continuity 

of Qs, and the second one is evaluated using the expressions of the funda- 

mental solution in polar coordinates and equation (4.15). The second integral 

of (4.16) yields, 

) 

lim Qp(P) | Usa@.P) dT(Q) = QP) [lim [Uj(@,P)R]do=0 (4.17) 
T* 0 

where 6=7 for smooth boundary and ¢#n for a corner. Referring to the last 

integral of (4.16), it is easy to verify by using the regularity of the solution 

state and the expressions for the fundamental solution, that it approaches 

the total integral on I, as the radius € is taken in the limit toward zero. This 

integral presents no special singularity and it can be interpreted in the 

normal sense of integration. Therefore, the left-hand side integral of equation 

(4.16) finally becomes 

f  25(@) Uiul@. P) AQ) = tim | OQ Up.c@,P) AT@ 
Te-F+r* Te-F 

= | Opc@ Ufal@, P ar@) (4.18) 
Pe 

In a similar way, the second boundary integral in equation (4.11), which 

involves the components of the traction matrix, can be written as 
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f  p(@ Tha@P) ar = 
l.-T+T* 

lim | [vp(@) — vp(P)] Tgu(@, P) dT(Q) 
2 

+lim vp(P) | TR@,P dT(Q) Him J vp(Q) Tg.(@, P) dI(@) , (4.19) 
r -F Te 

and using the continuity of the displacements, 

$ vn(@ Th(@P) dT(@) = lim [ vp(@ Th(@.P) AT(Q) 
Te-F+T* re-f 

+ up(P) lim | Tha(@.P) dT(Q) . (4.20) 
J 

The first integral on the right hand of (4.20) is seen to be taken in the Cauchy 

principal value sense, the existence of which can be proved if Qs(Q) satisfies 

a Holder condition at point Q, in the form 

|@s(@)— Qp(P) <BR*, Ba>0 (4.21) 

where R=|Q-P]|. A function that satisfies Hélder condition (Kellogg, 1929) 

is evidently continuous but not necessarily differentiable. Introducing a polar 

coordinate system at point P, equation (4.20) yields 

$  ve(@ Tial@, P) dT = 
Te-I+I* 

> 

J v00@ 7ha(@,P) ATQ) + vp(P) Jim [Th@.P) R do. (4.22) 
0 Te 

The last integral of (4.22), can be evaluated using the definitions (4.6) for the 

components of the traction matrix T,(Q, P), along with equations (4.14) and 
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(4.15). The components of the outward normal vector on the boundary I, 

which appear in these expressions, are given as 

ni,=cos®@ and ne=sinée. (4.23) 

In this case, the value of the angle 6 (Figure 4.1) plays a crucial role, since 

the expressions for the traction components depend on the tangent at point 

PeT* (Hartmann, 1980). For smooth boundary at the neighborhood of P, it 

is O=7, and 

dim, | TS(Q,P) R d® = -18p0, (4.24) 
0 

dg being the Kronecker delta, while, if P is at the vertex of a corner (6 #17), 

one has to evaluate the last integral in (4.22), and then find the limit as 

e-0. 

Incorporating now the results of (4.12), (4.13), (4.18) and (4.22), in the 

integral statement (4.11), the following equation arises as ¢ > 0 

ceatP) vo(P)= $[ Qp(@) Usa@, P)- vo(@ That@, P)] aT1@) 
Pe 

+| [ ts(@) + Fa(@) | Usa. P) dQ) (4.25) 

Qe 

(P,QeE T.; qe Qe; a, B = 1, 2, ..., 6) 

where the matrix Cpa(P) is generally defined as 

> 

cpa(P) = 85a + lim | Tae. 0) R do. (4.26) 
R=e-0 

0 

and the contour integral with kernel 7',(Q,P) is to be interpreted in the 

Cauchy principal value sense. Equation (4.25) is valid for points P on the 
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boundary of the numerical layer and provides a relation that must be satis- 

fied between boundary displacements, boundary tractions, and surface trac- 

tions (tp and Fs). Taking into consideration that the surface tractions are 

either known for the case of single layers, or they can be determined from 

equilibrium and displacement compatibility requirements for the case of mul- 

tilayered systems, this equation becomes a boundary integral equation for 

the evaluation of the unknown boundary data when the boundary conditions 

are defined. This important feature is the one that makes equation (4.25) 

most attractive and can be fully explored for numerical solutions. 

4.55 BOUNDARY INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION 

OF THE 3-D DISPLACEMENT FIELD IN A LAYER 

The boundary integral equations in (4.9) and (4.25) give a complete descrip- 

tion of the nodal displacements for the typical numerical layer. These are dis- 

placements at the top and bottom surface of the layer for the case of linear 

variation of the displacement components through the layer’s thickness. The 

first of these equations relates displacements at points in the domain Q, to 

the surface tractions £5 (X), the body forces Fg(x), the boundary tractions 

Q(X) and the boundary displacements vg(x), while the second one relates 

displacements at points on the boundary T, to the aforementioned quantities. 

These two equations along with the fundamental solution that has already 

been derived in the previous chapter are the starting equations for the appli- 

cation of the boundary element method. The two equations can be combined 

in one general expression which may then be applied for any position of the 

arbitrary point € e (Q.+I-) of the e-th numerical layer, 
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cia( Jus(§ ) = f Qo Ufa 2,8 ) ar - pvp) Ts.( 2,8 are) 
Pe Te 

+ | e@+me] Ufa 2, | dQ(x) . (4.27) 
Qe 

(a, B= 1, 2, ..., 6) 

The c-matrix, in the above equation, depends on the position of the reference 

point E and it is defined in the following way 

Spa ; for Ee Q-. 

5 Bo for E eT. (smooth point) 

cpa(E | =} | (a2) a2 : | (4.28) 
S80 thm Té.( 3,8 | dIx), for €eT. (corner point) 

r   0, for E¢ Q.4+Tle 

where I“ denotes a part of the circumference of a circle which has center at 

the reference point € (corner point) and radius € = jz—e|, as it is also shown 

in Figure 4.1. 

Finally, the three-dimensional displacement field for the typical numeri- 

cal layer can be obtained by substituting the nodal displacements of (4.27) 

into the displacement approximation (2.18), 

wi(Si,§2,§3) = vi(S1,62) 05(G3) + v3ei(G1,§2) O9(§3) (4.29) 

where i=1,2,3, and 07(€3) are the linear Lagrange interpolation functions 

(equation 2.18) which are given in terms of the €3 coordinate as 

he- e he 

05 (63) = cs and 5G) = Se (4.30)   

with 2h, the thickness of the e-th numerical layer (see equations 3.28). 
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4.6 STRESSES AND STRAINS 

IN THE TYPICAL NUMERICAL LAYER 

The linear strain-displacement relations and the constitutive relations are 

given by equations (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, and they can be written for 

the arbitrary point (€1,&2,&3) in the three-dimensional layer as 

o . 

Ej (§1, Se, §3)= 1 (Ss =| (4.31) 

j i 

and 0i(E1, 2, §3) = Ne dj Err + 2Ue cij = _ Ne dij ct (Sets | (4.32) 

J 

where 1,j,k=1,2,3, and the subscript e denotes that the elastic constants A, 

and Ue are those of the e-th layer. The derivatives of the displacement compo- 

nents ui(&1,62,€3) that appear in the above equations can be obtained in 

terms of the derivatives of the nodal displacements by differentiating both 

sides of equation (4.29) with respect to the coordinates &; (t =1,2,3), 

dui($1,§2,53) _ 9vi(S1,§2) 
061 0&7 

dui(S1,§2,53) _ 
0&3 

du3+i(S1, §2) 
Ej 2(53) (4.33a) 04 (§3) + 

d 
vi(§1, §2) a6 , u3si(§1, 2) aoe) (4.33b) 

where J=1,2 and 6; are the linear Lagrange interpolation functions of 

(4.30). The nodal displacements va(&1,&2) are given in an integral form in 

equation (4.27). 

Equation (4.27) is a continuous representation of the nodal displacements 

at any point E on the mid-plane Q, of the layer. Consequently, the deriva- 

tives of the nodal displacements can be obtained by differentiating the right- 

hand side of (4.27) with respect to the coordinates of point Es, Eo)€ Q.. The 

differentiation can be carried out directly inside the integrals. This is 
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obviously possible for the boundary integrals of (4.27), because the reference 

point gE is located in the domain Q, and the integration point x is always on 

the boundary I, but the domain integrals need special attention, since in 

their case both, the reference and integration points, are in the domain 

(Partridge and Brebbia, 1990). However, the validity of this operation can be 

proved assuming a cylindrical volume with center at é and radius €= z—E], 

as shown in Figure 3.2, and finding the limit as e—>0 by means of the 

Leibnitz formula and the Holder condition (see Section 4.4). The resulting 

expressions for the derivatives become 

Jv(E\= $ Q@ 2] up,(28)] are 0&7 . 0&7 

- f vp(%) se Tie(# dT) 
Pe 

+ | [ tg(x) +Fp(X) | | Veal 5 | d Q(X) (4.34) 

Qe 

where J=1,2;0,B=1,2,...,6, and E(E1, 2) E€ Qe. 

It is very interesting and also useful, to notice that the stress components 

at the bottom and top surface of the layer may also be found using the surface 

tractions ig(E), since both these surfaces are parallel to the x1x2—plane. The 

stresses at a point on the bounding surfaces of the layer are related to the 

tractions through the expressions 

63i(E1, 62, he) =— ti(E1, £2), (4.35a) 

and o3i(E1, 62, he) = tari(E1, E2), (4.35b) 

where 1=1,2,3 and h, is half of the e-th layer’s thickness. 
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Based on equations (4.35), we can also express the derivative with re- 

spect to €3 of the displacement component uw3 at points of the top and bottom 

surface, in terms of the surface tractions, 

  

  

0u3 1 “ A dus __1_|_3 _ , uM 4.36 Es lean, bet De 3(1,§2) EM (4.36a) 

du3 _ J “ _ OU3iM Es | e-n = To Qe Cons Ne Bett (4.36b) 
  

in which M=1,2. Consequently, substitution of these expressions in (4.32), 

yields the in-plane stress components at the faces of the layer, which may be 

written in the following form, 

o77(€1, §2, —he) = in 5H - t3(E1,€2) +2 we? Ea apie) [222 4 Ses (4.37a) 

  673(§1, $2, he) = mae on iss Eo)+2 be Suet +e ( St + oust | (4.37b) 

where the indices J,J,M=1, 2. 

It becomes apparent from the previous analysis that using the constitu- 

tive relations and the integral representation of the nodal displacements, we 

can derive continuous representations of the stress and strain components at 

any point in the typical numerical layer. 
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Chapter 5 

BOUNDARY ELEMENT MODEL 
  

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapter we established the integral representation of the dis- 

placements at the nodal points of the typical numerical layer (equation 4.27). 

These nodal points are located at the top and bottom surface of the layer, 

since the boundary integral model was developed under the assumption of 

linear displacement variation through the thickness of the layer. The dis- 

placements were grouped in a vector vo(E1,€2) (a=1,2,...,6), in which the 

first three components are the displacements at point (€1,&2,—he), while the 

other three components are the displacements at point (€1,62, he), where 2h, 

is the thickness of the e-th layer (equation 4.10a). Similar definitions were 

also adopted for the surface tractions to(E1, €2) and the boundary tractions 

Qa(E1, E2) (equations 4.10c,d). All these vectors being introduced into equa- 

tions (4.27) and (4.29) can fully describe the three-dimensional displacement 

field in a numerical layer, and also, by means of equations (4.31—4.34), they 
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can produce the components of the strain and stress tensors at any point in 

the layer. Having established this notation, we can now refer to the layer 

with its mid-plane Q, and the corresponding boundary I’,, and we may con- 

sider that each point in the two-dimensional region Q, is associated with six 

displacement components and the corresponding six traction components. 

In the first part of this chapter a numerical procedure for the solution of 

the boundary value problem of a single layer will be developed under the as- 

sumption that the surface tractions are fully prescribed. In the sequel, the 

same procedure will be extended to the problem of a multilayered system by 

utilizing appropriate boundary conditions at the interfaces between the nu- 

merical layers. In this case, the surface tractions will not be known and they 

will be obtained through the numerical procedure as part of the solution. 

5.2 BOUNDARY ELEMENT MODEL 

FOR THE TYPICAL NUMERICAL LAYER 

Equation (4.27), written for points E(E1, Ee) on the boundary of the layer, 

becomes the integral representation of the solution for the boundary-value 

problem of a single layer. Instead of attempting closed form solutions to this 

equation, which is a difficult task and only attainable for simple geometries 

and boundary conditions, the boundary element method (BEM) employs a 

numerical approach. The basic steps involved in this approach constitute the 

numerical essence of the technique (Banerjee and Butterfield, 1981; Brebbia 

et al., 1984; Hartmann, 1989), and they are summarized below: 

(i) The boundary I, of the two-dimensional model of the layer is discre- 

tized into series of elements over which the displacements and 
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tractions are chosen to be piecewise interpolated between the ele- 

ment nodal points. 

(ii) Equation (4.27) is applied in a discretized form to each nodal point 

EE, Eo)e¢ I. and the integrals are computed by a numerical quadra- 

ture scheme over each boundary element. Assuming that there are 

N» nodal points on the boundary, a system of 6N, linear algebraic 

equations involving the set of 6N» nodal tractions and 6N, nodal 

displacements is obtained. 

(iii) Boundary conditions are imposed and consequently 6N, nodal val- 

ues (tractions or displacements along each direction per node) are 

prescribed. The system of 6 Ny» equations can therefore be solved by 

standard methods to determine the remaining boundary data. 

(iv) Values of the displacement, strain and stress components at any in- 

ternal point can readily be computed by numerical quadrature using 

the appropriate equations in a discretized form (1.e., equations 4.27 

and 4.3134). 

Body forces or surface tractions can be included in the model by a nu- 

merical integration scheme which leads to an additional contribution to the 

independent term of the system of equations, and similar contribution to the 

internal quantities. The domain terms can be treated in an efficient and sys- 

tematic way by discretizing Q, into domain elements, preferably triangular, 

and employing a finite element-type model for the approximation of the do- 

main integrals. 

The boundary I, of the layer is divided into Ny, intervals, not necessarily 

equal, referred to as boundary elements (Figure 5.1). The elements on the 

external boundary are numbered consecutively counterclockwise, while on 

the internal boundaries, t.e. boundaries of holes or inclusions within the 
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domain Q,., clockwise. The numbering direction is determined according to 

the direction of the outward unit normal vector on the boundary. In order to 

capture more accurately the geometry of the boundary, each boundary ele- 

ment is approximated by a parabolic arc. The values of the unknown func- 

tions Ug and Qa are assumed constant over the element (step function 

assumption) and equal to the values at the nodal points (Brebbia and Niku, 

1987). The domain Q, of the layer is divided into M triangular elements 

(Cruse, 1969) as it is shown Figure 5.1, and the surface tractions t. and the 

body forces Fy, are approximated over each element using linear two- 

dimensional Lagrange interpolation functions (Reddy, 1993). 

r. typical 

domain element      

    

   

- mee 
- ~ 

    oD 

So 
~. ww” ~ - “ee ~_-* 

sm een ~~ 
~~” 

      

~~. -——_ ~-~ - = - 
~~ me wore" 

   boundary element     
end points 

\ 
boundary 

nodal points 

       
     

Figure 5.1 Boundary and domain discretization of the typical 
numerical layer. 
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The boundary integral equation (4.27) of the typical numerical layer can 

now be written in the following discretized form, 

THR} 2 J [ore)) tee ora 
- > | [re(z.é)] wepare 

n=1 pr 
Ve 

+ x J [ue(zé)] {ie} + F@r) dQ) (5.1) 
m=) Qz 

where IT’? denotes the n-th boundary element and Q” denotes the m-th trian- 

gular element. In equation (5.1), we have adopted matrix notation instead of 

indicial notation that was used in the previous chapters. The surface trac- 

tions and the body forces are assumed to be linear element-wise, so, for a 

point xe Q”, they are expressed in terms of the nodal values as 

A 1 3 > ay,m + 3 + m 

[@@)} =D oe@ {t}, and (F@}= Loe {FH (5.2) 

where the superscript m denotes the domain element and the subscript k 

(k =1,2,3) is the local node number. The shape functions 6;(%1, x2) are the lin- 

ear interpolation functions for the three-node triangular element (Reddy, 

1993). The boundary quantities are constant over each element (Brebbia and 

Niku, 1987; Katsikadelis and Kokkinos, 1987), and therefore it is 

{u(x)}={v}, and { @@)| = {Q} , for xe T?. (5.3) 

This actually means that when the point x is on the n-th boundary element, 

the values of the tractions or the displacements are constant and equal to the 

value at the nodal point. 
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Substituting the nodal approximations of (5.2) and (5.3) into the discre- 

tized integral equation (5.1), we find the following matrix equation for the 

nodal displacements and tractions (it resembles a flexibility-type equation) 

Ny No 

[cl fuly= | | Wy ar® |{@} - YL] f trazar® | or, 
n=1 r? n=] r 

‘XE J [ur8)] oc anes ({i}" + Fie ) (5.4) 

where the subscript p of the fundamental displacement and traction matrices 

denotes that the field point E, which is also called reference point, coincides 

with the p-th boundary nodal point, while the subscript n denotes that the 

source point x, which is also called integration point, lies on the n-th bound- 

ary element. Referring to the c-matrix, the subscript p denotes that the com- 

ponents of this matrix are evaluated at the p-th boundary nodal point 

according to the definition (4.28). Note that in equation (5.4) the dimensions 

of all the vectors and all the matrices are 6x 1 and 6x6, respectively. 

The boundary and domain integrals of equation (5.4) are evaluated using 

special integration techniques, that will be presented in detail in the next 

chapter. All these integrals are regular when the field point does not belong 

to the element (boundary or domain element) over which the integration is 

performed, but they become singular when the field point is on the element of 

integration. The singular line integrals are evaluated using a purely numeri- 

cally technique developed in Section 6.1. The domain integrals are trans- 

formed analytically to regular line integrals over the boundary of each 

domain element using a technique presented in Section 6.2, and then, these 

line integrals are evaluated numerically. 
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For the sake of mathematical convenience, we introduce the following 

two matrices: 

(GI, = | (Uelt, dr@ and (HI, = | (Te, dT@, (65) 
re re 

which represent the influence of the displacements and tractions of the n-th 

boundary element (n is the nodal point of [?) on the displacements of the 

p-th boundary nodal point (p= E), In addition, we define 

[Dive = | [u-(3.8)] oc) dQ(x) , (5.6) 

Qe 

where point € coincides with the p-th boundary nodal point. The matrix 

[D], represents the effect of tractions distributed over the m-th domain ele- 

ment on the nodal displacements of the p-th boundary element. The subscript 

k (k=1,2,3) refers to the three nodes of the triangular domain element and the 

superscript e denotes the numerical layer. Substitution of the definitions (5.5) 

and (5.6) into equation (5.4) yields the matrix equation, 

No A Ny 

n=1 n=1 

M 3 ak 

+ D, (Die ({i}* + (F ¥4, | . (5.7) 
m=1 k=l 

The above equation relates the displacement vector at node p of the boundary 

element model to the displacements and boundary tractions of all the bound- 

ary nodal points (including also point p), the surface tractions at the nodal 

points of the domain, and the body forces. Note that equation (5.7) was writ- 

ten assuming that the boundary [, is smooth at the boundary nodal point p, 

which is true for most of the cases. If, however, the boundary is not smooth at 
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this nodal point, t.e. if p is a corner point, one must compute the coefficients 

of the c-matrix, which are given in an integral form in equation (4.28), and 

then use the results in (5.4). In general, this procedure may be avoided by 

setting, in the discretization of the boundary, any corner points at the end- 

points of the boundary elements. 

5.2-1 Boundary Element Model for Points on the Boundary 

of the Layer 

Furthermore, equation (5.7) can be applied for every node on the boundary, 

and the resulting Ny» matrix equations can be grouped in one equation which 

constitutes the boundary element model for the single layer and has the 

following form, 

1 fy}? = (GI {Qh - (HI {uy + (DI ({i}"+ (F}) (5.8) 

where the vectors {v}° and {@}" have 6N, components and they are defined 

as 

{uv}, ]° (@| 

q (a). 

my al, 
(5.9) 

The vectors {e}" and {F'}° have 6 Ng components, Ng being the total number 

of nodes in the domain mesh, and they are defined as 

}, ) (F}, 
{#}* = OP and {F}°= ie (5.10) 

iy, Ps, 
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The vectors in equation (5.10) denote the surface tractions and the body 

forces at the Na nodes of the discretized domain. The subscripts of the vec- 

tors on the right-hand side of these equations are the global node numbers in 

the domain mesh. In equation (5.8), the dimensions of matrices [H]° and 

[G]° are 6N, x6Nzp and they have the following structure 

    

  

| (G]f, (Glf ve (Glin, 

[G]}3, [Gl] (Gon, 
e “ 5.11 

Yl Gk, : O18) 

L [G11 [GI nyo oS | [GI yw, a 

| [TH], (HI, vs (Hin, 
[H\5, (Hl. ve [H]5n, 

and [Hy =| oo an | | (5.11b) 
. . pn . 

L [Hy [A In,2 o | Ive, a   
The matrix [D]° with dimensions 6N,x6Nzq is constructed by assembling 

the element matrices [D]>, (m=1,2,...,.M; p=1,2,...,.No; k= 1, 2,3) through 

the correspondence between element node numbers and global node numbers 

(connectivity matrix). This process is usually referred to as assembly of the 

element matrices (Reddy, 1993). 

§.2-2 Boundary Element Model for Points in the Domain 

of the Layer 

The boundary integral equations for points € in the domain Q, of the layer 

are given in (4.27), in which the coefficients of the c-matrix take values 

according to the definition (4.28). Equation (4.27) may also be written in 
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matrix form, in which [c(&)] is going to be the identity matrix since point 

E e Q,, and it will have the form 

{v"}, - Yio lin {Q} - YH: i, (Ud, 
n=1 

M 3 

+d DID iy ({i}* + (F }4,) (5.12) 
m=1 k=l 

where the asterisk (*) denotes that the corresponding quantities, displace- 

ment vector or coefficient matrix, refer to a field point in the domain of the 

[H "Von and [D*](, are evaluated from 

equations (5.5) and (5.6) by making the field point E to coincide with node q 

layer. The coefficient matrices [G* ]° qn? 

in the discretized domain. If the global node numbers are assigned, first, to 

all the nodes in the domain Q, (excluding [,.), and, then, to those nodes of the 

mesh that lie on the boundary I., the subscript q in the equation (5.12) will 

take the values q=1,2,...,K, where K is the total number of nodes in the do- 

main. Equation (5.12) can be applied for every node in the domain Q,, and 

the resulting matrix equations can be written in the following compact form 

fr}? = (Gy [Q}° - Cy oy + Dil ( {7} + FY) (5.13) 

where the vectors {v}*, at’, { {é} * and {F}° have been defined in (5.9) and 

(5.10), and the vector {u*}* is i a of the displacement vectors of all the 

nodes inside Qe, 2.e., 

e 

tu" ty 
tu" fo {u*}f= (5.14) 

{u'}e 
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The coefficient matrices [G*]* and [H*]° with dimensions 6K x6N, have the 

same structure as the corresponding matrices for the boundary nodal points 

which are given in equations (5.11). The coefficient matrix [D*]* with dimen- 

sions 6K x6Nzq is constructed in the same way as the matrix [D]° of equation 

(5.8). 

The generalized displacement vector for the (Na-K) nodes of the finite 

element mesh that lie on the boundary IT, can be obtained by applying the 

matrix equations (5.4) or (5.7) at these points. However, it is more convenient 

and there is no loss of generality to assume that these (Nag—K) nodes coin- 

cide with nodal points of the boundary element model (Figure 5.1). In this 

case the nodal displacements of all the nodes on the boundary and in the do- 

main of the discretized layer are evaluated using equations (5.8) and (5.13), 

respectively. 

These two matrix equations fully describe the typical numerical layer 

and they can be seen as the element equations of a model for which each 

numerical layer is one super-element. The solution of the boundary value 

problem for a single layer is obtained from equation (5.8). In this case we do 

not have to discretize the whole domain Q, into triangular elements, but only 

that part of it on which there are externally applied tractions and/or body 

forces. Equation (5.8) constitutes a system of 6N, simultaneous linear alge- 

braic equations in 12.N, unknowns (boundary tractions and displacements). 

The additional 6N»5 equations, which are required to establish the un- 

knowns, are extracted from the imposed boundary conditions (6 Ny nodal! val- 

ues). The system of 6N, equations can be solved to obtain the remaining 

boundary data, and the displacements at points in the domain may then be 

evaluated from equations (5.12) or (5.18). 
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5.38 BOUNDARY ELEMENT MODEL 

FOR A MULTILAYERED SYSTEM 

5.3-1 Boundary Conditions at the Interfaces of the Layers 

Consider now a multilayered system which is divided into L numerical layers 

through its thickness. These layers are numbered consecutively with direc- 

tion from the bottom to the top of the multilayered system. The boundaries 

and the domains of all the numerical layers are discretized into boundary ele- 

ments and domain elements, respectively, as it was presented for the case of 

a single layer. Each of the boundaries [, (e=1,2,...,L) is divided into Nz 

boundary elements, and each of the domains Q, is divided into M triangular 

elements with Ng nodal points in the mesh. The boundary and domain dis- 

cretization is identical for all the layers. 

The boundary displacements for each layer are given in equations (5.8) in 

terms of the boundary tractions, the body forces and the surface tractions. 

These equations, however, cannot be solved independently for the unknown 

boundary quantities, due to the following two reasons: first, the boundary 

conditions are not known explicitly at the element level, but they are pre- 

scribed at the side surface of the multilayered system (global system), and 

second, the surface tractions at the interfaces between numerical layers are 

also not known. There are, though, additional conditions, continuity condt- 

tions, that must be satisfied at these interfaces, and they are established 

from the following physical considerations: 

(i) Equilibrium at the interface. The surface tractions at the interface 

separating two different numerical layers are equal in magnitude 

and opposite in direction, in the absence of externally applied loads 
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at these planes. Their vector sum is equal to the external load in the 

presence of body forces. 

(ii) Equilibrium on the boundary. The boundary tractions developed on 

the common boundary between two layers have to balance the exter- 

nally applied tractions along this boundary. 

(iii) Displacement continuity. The displacements at any point, either on 

-the boundary or in the domain, of the interface between adjacent 

layers remain continuous across the interface. It is assumed that the 

layers are firmly bonded together and that there is no delamination. 

    2h, TTT teen eee lee   Q, 2 

boundary 
interface nodal point 

Figure 5.2 Multilayered system divided into Z numerical layers. 
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In order to express the continuity conditions in algebraic form, we need 

first to introduce a new notation for the vectors and matrices of equations 

(5.8) and (5.13). In this new notation it is assumed that for each layer all the 

nodal displacements associated with the bottom surface of the layer are 

placed in the upper half of the corresponding vector of generalized displace- 

ments, while all the nodal displacements associated with the top surface of 

the layer are placed in the lower half of the vector, and in the same order as 

those of the upper half. For example, the new vectors for the displacements at 

boundary nodal point p and the generalized displacements for all the bound- 

ary nodal points of the layer will have the following forms, 

      

f guty, |” 
( uy} ) {u'}, 

v} : 
v} {u'}, {u'}y, {v}§ 

{u},=)---7 =) --- and {uv}®=, --- - =,;---}, (6.15) 

vi {v7}, {v7} tu}, 
v2 {v7}, 

U3 J, 

{07 by, |   
respectively (Figure 5.2). The same concept applies to the rearrangement of 

terms in the generalized vectors {u*}°, {a}, {é}", and {F}°, and all the 

coefficient matrices in equations (5.8) and (5.18). The revised forms of these 

two equations are given below, 

yf HY | tet ere | |@ 
*(to}s JL (Glas (Glie J | {Q 

| Di Di. 
(Dip, (Digz 

I, -| a He {er | 
} | L CHa: (Hse J | tots 

h {er | 6.16) 
‘(1 os : 
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> 
&
 | wt) [16 Ch 1@}, -| a HT, {er | 

fue J LEG, (Ge |] f@fo | | I: (Al | | tobe 

| DI}, Dl | | (i . | (FH | ean 
[D*}3, [D"lo. {¢}, {F}5 

where the superscript e denotes the numerical layer and it is e=1,2...., L. 

Both equations have been partitioned with respect to nodal quantities on the 

bottom (subscript 1) and top (subscript 2) surfaces of the layer (Figure 5.2), 

and they incorporate the new notation for the generalized vectors. The 

dimensions of matrices [H];; and [G]}, are 3N,x3N,, where the indices 

I,J=1,2, the dimensions of [H*];, and [G*];, are 3Nax3N», and the 

dimensions of [D]j, and [D*]}, are 3N,x3Nqa and 3Nqax3Nq, respectively. 

The vectors {v}> and {Q} of the boundary displacements and tractions have 

dimensions 3N,x1, while the vectors {v*}; and {¢} of the domain nodal 

quantities have dimensions 3N, x 1. 

The boundary tractions {Q} and the surface tractions {é} represent all 

the prescribed loads at boundary and domain nodal points of the bottom 

(f= 1) and top (f= 2) surface of a single layer. In a multilayered system, how- 

ever, these quantities will not be known since they are going to be the inter- 

nal tractions (also called interlaminar tractions) developed at the interface 

between adjacent layers. Actually, what will be known, are the external loads 

applied at the global nodes which are the common nodes on the interface be- 

tween the layers. It is therefore, more convenient to make reference to the 

tractions using the number of the interface instead of using the number of 

the layer. For this reason, it is necessary to revise the notation for the trac- 

tions and define as {t}, the internal boundary tractions on the e-th interface, 

i.e. the top surface of the (e—1)-th layer, and accordingly, define as {s}, the 
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internal surface tractions at domain points of the same interface. The exter- 

nally applied loads at boundary nodal points of the e-th interface will be de- 

noted by {q},, while, the external loads at domain nodal points they will be 

denoted by {p},. For these four vectors, the subscript e takes the values 

e=1,2,...,(£4+1) since it refers to the interface and not to the layer. The 

aforementioned definitions can be expressed mathematically in the following 

way 

{ahr ={t}, and {ft \ ={s}, , (5.18a,b) 

where e= 2, 3,..., L denotes the interface between adjacent numerical layers. 

layer e    de 

be 

layer (e-1) 

Figure 5.3 Traction equilibrium conditions at boundary nodal 

points on the e-th interface of the multilayered system. 
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The equilibrium conditions along the boundary of the e-th interface 

between the layers (e—1) and e are written as 

{2} . + {Q} = {q}, (5.19) 

where {q}, is the vector of the external loads applied at all the boundary 

nodes of the e-th interface. These nodal equilibrium conditions are depicted 

graphically in Figure 5.3. The equilibrium conditions at the common domain 

nodes of the (e—1) and e layers have the form 

{ihe + {i} =p}, (5.20) 

where {p}, are the prescribed nodal tractions on e-th interface (Figure 5.4). 

x3 
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TT \ De 

: 

2h
 

pi
n 1 

‘ \ ‘ \ ' \ t ' ' 

\
 

2 
N
e
-
1
 

a rn layer (e-1)       
Figure 5.4 Traction equilibrium conditions at domain nodal points 

on the e-th interface of the multilayered system. 
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The conditions (5.20) are imposed on all nodal points of the domain mesh, 

and because, the triangular mesh is the same for all the layers and the linear 

approximation of the surface tractions (equation 5.2) is utilized for all the 

triangular elements, the traction equilibrium condition holds at any point of 

the interface. Using the definitions (5.18) into equations (5.19) and (5.20), we 

derive the following expressions for the surface and boundary tractions at 

points of the lower surface of each layer (e = 2, 3, ..., L) 

tt} = {p},— {8}. (5.21a) 

and {Q} = {q},- {th}, - (5.21b) 

The generalized nodal tractions at the bottom surface of the multilayered 

system, which is the first interface (e=1), are 

ay] ayl 
{Q} ={q}, and {é} = {p}, , (5.22a,b) 

for boundary and domain nodes, respectively. For nodal points on the top 

surface (interface e= +1), the tractions are 

ajykl av L 

{Q} ={q},,, and {tf = {P}741- (5.23a,b) 

The algebraic expressions of the displacement continuity conditions and 

the revised notation for the generalized displacement vectors are 

{u}g* = {u}{ = {u}, (5.24a) 

and {u"}S = {vu*}§ = {u"}, , (5.24b) 

where e=2,3,...,L, and the superscript of the v-vectors denotes the layer, 

while the subscript of the u-vectors denotes the interface. The generalized 

vectors {u}, and {u*}, are the boundary and domain nodal displacements at 

the e-th interface. If the physical layers are not firmly bonded together and 
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delamination is allowed in the model, then the displacement vectors {u}$" 

and {v*}§" of the (e-1)-th layer and the displacement vectors {u}5 and {v"}{ 

of the e-th layer will not satisfy the continuity conditions, but they are going 

to be both unknown and, along with the corresponding nodal tractions, they 

will have to satisfy conditions that describe separation (debonding), slip and 

friction between the layers at the e-th interface. The displacements at nodal 

points of the bottom and top surface of the multilayered system are defined 

as 

fu}, ={u},, {v*}} ={u'},, (5.25a,b) 

and {u}k ={u},,,, {u}f = {uh . (5.26a,b) 

respectively. 

At every boundary nodal point of the e-th interface (e=1,2,...,2+1) and 

along each of the three directions x;, there is, generally, only one prescribed 

quantity, either the displacement or the traction component, and the other 

component is unknown. Thus, if an entry of the vector {q}, is prescribed, the 

corresponding entry of vector {u}, will be unknown, and vice versa. The 

same conditions also apply for the domain nodal points of the top and bottom 

surface of the multilayered system, t.e. interfaces 1 and (ZL +1), if the surfaces 

are free and there are no internal supports or elastic foundations. In the case 

of elastically supported plates, or plates on elastic foundations, both the dis- 

placements and the tractions will be unknown on the bottom surface. Even 

so, they will be related through additional equations which are the constitu- 

tive relations of the springs, 

[oo] {uw}, + (Bol {rp}, = {Yo} (5.27a) 

and [og] {u*}, + [Bal {9}, = {Ya}, (5.27b) 
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where the matrices [a], [B] and {y} represent the properties of the supporting 

foundation, and the subscripts b and d denote boundary or domain nodal 

points, respectively. Equations (5.27) are general and they may be applied for 

any type of support conditions at the bottom face of the plate, and in a similar 

way, they may also be applied for the top surface, where the subscript of the 

generalized vectors becomes +1. 

5.3-2 Equilibrium Equations for the Numerical Layers 

Equation (5.16) is used to express the boundary displacements of each nu- 

merical layer of the system in terms of the boundary quantities of this layer 

(i.e. displacements and tractions), the internal tractions at its two faces and 

the body forces. Equation (5.17) relates the displacements at domain nodal 

points on the faces of the layer to all the aforementioned quantities. These 

two equations may also be viewed as equilibrium equations for the e-th nu- 

merical layer of the multilayered system. Introducing into (5.16) and (5.17) 

the new notation and the continuity conditions for the nodal tractions from 

equations (5.18) and (5.21), and also for the nodal displacements from equa- 

tions (5.24), the equilibrium equations will be expressed in a matrix form as 

(Hii, (AN2 | {u}, || teh (GI, jee 
[H]5 (Aloo | | (Ubon [G], (Glo, {thet 

-| pr De | { {p},-{s}, | { oe |} ={ { 10} = 08 
[D]3, (D]o2 {shou {FY} | (5.28) 

(A), wee || {u}. | - or if ee || q}.~ {the ‘| 
[H")3, [H"]50 173 ne [G* To1 [G" 159 {Eh os 

_[ DI, De { mith | { |) - -| {u*}, | 6.29) 
[D Joy [D Joo {Shout {F}5 {u* tev 
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where e refers to the typical numerical layer having values e= 2, 3,...,(Z—1). 

In equation (5.28) the matrix [ Hx] is defined as 

[AH] = (Hy +30 (5.30a) 

(tne Le ong Jea[ mi] 9 
where [I] is the identity matrix with dimensions 3N, x 3N,. The equilibrium 

equations for the first (e=1) and last (e=L) layer are going to be slightly 

different, because the nodal quantities for these layers have separate 

definitions, which are given in equations (5.22) and (5.23) for the tractions, 

and (5.25) and (5.26) for the displacements, and also the boundary conditions 

correspond to a free surface and not to a common interface between layers. 

Therefore, equation (5.16) may be written for the end layers of the system as 

(Ht, (Ai. { fe |. tS (Gis | {a}, | 
(Hib, [Ho {uto (G12, [Glo {t}5 

_f my, wi, (| {P}, | {oe | -| {0} | 
(D}}, (Dib | List. [7 | 4FE Sf) >] 403 (6.31) 

{u},, | - ot are | me | (Hy, (Ae 
(Gl, al (Hs, (Hye | | futon {a} 01 

(Dy, DIE | { eth {cr} { | | _ = 5.31b a (D1, Phi | Ltr {0} ©.31) 

while, for the same layers, equation (5.17) takes the following form 

(H"y}, (AT, { uh |. [G"}i, (Gis | i | _ 
[H"];, [H*]x. | | {ut [G°]3, (G"lon | | {the 
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-| (D"}}, "hie | ({ {p}, . (Fy ) __ {u"}, | (6.328) 
[D']5, [D']oo {s}, {F}5 | , {u"}, 

(HY, VG | {u}, - [G"yt, 1G", | {q},—{th, 
(H};, (Al | (tubo J L1G I IG | fate 

-| (DI, (Di | (ph, {sh . (FH ) __ {u"}, | (6.32) 
[D']s, [D Joe {Ph rv {F'}5 {uw bray 

Equations (5.28), (5.29), (5.31) and (5.32) are the equilibrium equations 

for all the numerical layers in the system, and if they are combined with the 

prescribed conditions at the boundary nodal points of all the interfaces and at 

the domain nodes of the bottom and top surfaces of the plate, they will form a 

system of linear algebraic equations which can be solved for the unknown 

quantities. These quantities are: the nodal tractions and displacements at the 

interfaces between the numerical layers, and the boundary displacements or 

tractions depending on the support conditions. However, if there is no inter- 

est in finding the displacements at domain nodal points, or if it is required to 

reduce the dimensions of the system of equations, then the displacements 

{u*}, may be eliminated by combining equations (5.29) of two consecutive 

layers. If this operation is repeated for all the (L—1) common interfaces of 

the layers, we will obtain equations that involve, from the group of domain 

quantities, only the tractions at the interfaces, and the displacements at the 

top and bottom surface of the multilayered system. The resulting reduced 

system of linear algebraic equations can be solved using either standard 

methods, if the number of unknowns is relatively small, or by employing spe- 

cial iterative solvers, if the number of unknowns becomes very large. In the 

next section, we are going to present in detail the formulation of the reduced 

system of equations and produce the matrix equations that will eventually 

yield the numerical solution. 
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5.3-3 Continuity Equations at the Domain Nodal Points 

The equilibrium equations of each numerical layer are given, for nodal points 

in the domain of the layer, in equations (5.29) and (5.32). Equation (5.29) 

applies for layers e=2,3,...,(2—1), while equation (5.32) applies for the first 

and last layer in the model (e=1,L). If equation (5.29) is written for the 

adjacent layers (e—1) and e, then it becomes apparent that the generalized 

displacement vector {u*}, is expressed, in one equation in terms of the 

vectors associated with the (e-1)-th layer, and in the other equation in 

terms of the vectors of the e-th layer. Equating the two expressions of the 

nodal displacements {u*},, we obtain the following equation for the domain 

nodal points on the e-th interface 

{U}ey 

fea (HIS - TF, | (Tia | {u}, 
{Uh en 

| {thes 
+| (GIG -(1G 13 +16°%, | GI, |: {the 

L Ath en 

| {shor 
+[ DI -(Diy+ DIL) Os |} (4. 

| {Sher   
_ [ ia") -~(G"]’, i {dh o4 I+ [ [D*}¢2 -[D'},, 1] hes 

{Q}, {P}, 

{F}T" 
*.e~ *,e- e+e *,€ F el 

+[ (D°)¢" (Dg -(D', -DI, | Fy (5.33) 

{F}5 
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where e=3,4,...,(2—1). Equation (5.33) represents physically, the equilib- 

rium of the layers at points in the domain and, at the same time, ensures the 

continuity of the displacements at the interface between adjacent layers. The 

corresponding equations on the 2-nd and L-th interface of the multilayered 

system are obtained using (5.32a) and (5.32b), and also equation (5.29) for 

layers e=2 and e=L-1. The resulting matrix equation for the interface with 

number 2 is, 

{u}, 

[a , (C12, - CTE, | -(AT, | {u}, 
{u}s 

* 
* 

. 
; 

+ | (ic lye t [G In) (STi Jan | 

+ -((D'13, +10"; | D"Iia I i 

= [ [G*], ~(G"}i, I} tah, + | [D*}33 -(D*};, I} Phy 
{Qh {Ph 

{F}, 

* * * * F , +[ D1, DI, -W, -W ]} B43 (5.34 
{Fy y 

{F}5 

while the equation for interface L is 

{utr y 

Pari (orig'-0rr,) -orr |) eh 
{u} rs) 

. * * {t} 
+/ 1G In -(IG I t+1G 1, i th, | + 
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+ [D"]y - ("1 +1", } i ee | {sy 

{a}24 
=[ (ak? -1e, -m1, |} fat, 

{a} pas 

{Phr-1 
+[ (Dy -Dw, -1G1% |} {e}, 

{Phrat 

{F}i" 
+ 4JI-—1 *,f-l1 +L «LL {F}5" +[ (Dh (Wy -(D7;, -w 71, | (Py! (5.35) 

1 

{F}5 

In forming the reduced system of equations, we must retain the two equa- 

tions for the end interfaces (numbered as 1 and L+1), which are included in 

(5.32) and were not utilized in the construction of equations (5.33), (5.34) and 

(5.35). These two equations express the generalized displacements at nodal 

points of the domain mesh for the bottom surface of the first layer and the top 

surface of the last layer in terms of the other domain quantities and all the 

boundary nodal quantities of the corresponding layers. These relations may 

be written again in the following form 

| (HN, (A), i a ~ [G"]}, {thy — (D"llp {shy + {u"} 
2 

* * * * PF ; =(@]L fa + D's PH + | Dy, D'li, {eh , (5.36) 
2 

and 
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[ ay, Hy | thy +(G')y (th, + (Dh, {sh + (ube 
Ub rai 

. . {q} ‘ “ {P} =[ [Gl (Gln 1 ie }+[ Ny (D"Iep 1 me | 

, . {F}y +| (Dh, (D1 er . (5.37) 

Any boundary conditions associated with the bottom and top faces of the 

multilayered system will be introduced into the numerical model through the 

above two equations, and, particularly, through the displacement vectors 

{u},, {u*},, {u},,, and {u"},,,, and the traction vectors {q},, {p},, {@} 41 

and {p},,, of the boundary and domain nodal points on the faces of the dis- 

cretized system. In the case of plates resting on elastic supports or foundation 

and plates which are supported also internally (rigid supports) and not only 

at their side boundaries, equations (5.36) and (5.37) must be properly com- 

bined with the boundary conditions (5.27). 

5.4 GLOBAL MATRIX EQUATIONS 

FOR THE MULTILAYERED SYSTEM 

AND NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

The matrix equations of equilibrium (5.28) and (5.31) derived in Section 

5.3-2, and the continuity equations at the interfaces between the layers, 

which are equations (5.33—37) developed in Section 5.3—3, will be combined to 

form the global system of equations for the discretized three-dimensional 

layered plate. The solution of this system will provide all the unknown nodal 

displacements and interlaminar tractions. 
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The generalized vectors that appear in the governing matrix equations of 

the layers and their interfaces are the nodal displacements {u}, and trac- 

tions {q}, at the boundaries of the interfaces, where e=1,2,...,(L+1), the 

tractions {t}, and {s}, at the boundary and domain nodal points of the inter- 

faces e= 2, 3,...,L, the applied nodal loads {p}, at the domain nodes of all the 

interfaces (e=1,2,...,£+1), and the body forces {F'}5 at the faces (J=1, 2) of 

every numerical layer (e=1,2,...,L). Also, at the bottom and top surface of 

the plate, i.e. at interfaces 1 and (L+1), there are two more vectors involved 

in the continuity equations, the nodal displacements at domain points {u*}, 

and {u*},,,-. All these generalized vectors are grouped into the following four 

vectors: 

{u} = {uh {t}, {u}, {th, {u}, fu}, {thy «> {t}, {ub}, 

T 

{her Chea (ia tua th. tub tubal 6.38) 

T 

(s}= |{she {shy {shy c+ she Isha oo isha ish} 6.89) 

T 

far= |fah, {aby {abs (the (hear he {atin} = 6-40) 
T 

(P}= {iP}, (Ph, {P}s + (Phe Phar“ Wh Phat 4D 
T 

and {u*}= {{u"}, {u" boas} (5.42) 

The entries of vector {u} are placed in the order shown in the above equa- 

tion, so that the final system of equations, independently of the prescribed 

boundary conditions, will never contain zero elements in the diagonal of the 

coefficient matrix. The dimensions of the above vectors are: 
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Vector Dimension 

{u} 6N,L 

{s} 3 Na(L—-1) 

{q} 3(L+1)No 

{p} 3(L+1)Na 

{u"} 6 Ng 

where ZL is the number of numerical layers used to model the plate through 

its thickness, N» is the number of boundary elements on the boundary of the 

typical layer and is the same for all the layers, and Na is the number of 

nodal points in the domain mesh which is introduced for the numerical 

evaluation of domain integrals of the surface tractions. 

The prescribed conditions of the problem at the boundaries or on the do- 

mains of the interfaces will be introduced into the numerical model through 

the generalized vectors {u}, in {U} , the boundary tractions {q},, the domain 

tractions {p}, and the displacements at nodal points of the bottom and top 

surface of the layered system, t.e. vectors {u"}, and {u*},,,, respectively. For 

all these vectors the subscript e denotes the number of the interface and it is 

e=1,2,...,(L+1). 

All the equilibrium and continuity equations of the previous section can 

be cast in the following matrix equation (reduced system of equations) 

[AN] [A®] (1 | (cay [BY] [B"] 
ra2] [a2] tol | 4 ts} $ = | [BY] [B2] fa) (5.43) 
[A** | [A® ] (T] {u*} [B* | [B® | { 

where [I] is the identity matrix. The matrix equation of the first row of (5.48) 

represents the equilibrium equations (5.28), the matrix equation of the sec- 

ond row contains all the continuity conditions (5.33-35) at the interfaces 
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between the layers, and the last row embodies the support conditions associ- 

ated with the bottom and top faces of the multilayered system which are 

given in equations (5.36) and (5.37). In the system (5.43), the body forces 

have not been included, since it may be assumed that, either they are zero, 

L.€., 

{F}5 ={F}5 ={0} (e=1,2,...,L), (5.44) 

which is true for most applications, or they may be combined with the exter- 

nally applied loads {p}, at the interfaces and the faces of the layered plate. 

The dimensions of the sub-matrices in equation (5.43) are: 

6N, L 3Na(L-1) 6Na 
  

[A” | [ A”? ] [0] |} 6N, L 

[A] [ A”? | [0] |} 3Ng(Z-1) 
[Aa] [ A? ] (] } 6N, 

3N, (L+1) 3Na(L+1) 

; [B] [BY] |} 6n,L 
“ [B?] BZ] |} 3n,(L-0) 

[B?] [B?] | 6Ng 

where the expressions at the top of the matrices denote the number of col- 

umns in the subsequent sub-matrices, and the expressions at the right side 

denote the number of rews in the sub-matrices of the corresponding line. The 

complete expressions of all the [ A’ | and | BY ] matrices ((=1,2,3; ;=1,2) 

are presented on the following pages in equations (5.45) through (5.56). 
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The total number of equations in the system (5.43) is apparently 

Netal = 6NeL + 83Na(L-1) + 6Ng = 6N,L + 3Na(L+1). (5.57) 

The unknown quantities are: the 3N,(Z-1) interlaminar boundary traction 

components in the vectors {t}, (e=2,3,...,L), the 3Ng(Z-—1) interlaminar 

traction components at the domain nodes in vector {s}, and at each nodal 

point of the boundaries and each nodal point on the two faces of the plate ei- 

ther the displacement or the corresponding traction component. This indi- 

cates that at these nodal points there will be 3N,(Z+1) unknown quantities 

among the displacements {u}, and the tractions {q}, (e=1,2,...,2+1), 3Na 

unknowns among the domain displacements {u*}, and tractions {p}, of the 

bottom face of the plate, and finally, 3Ng unknowns among the domain dis- 

placements {u*},,, and tractions {p},,, of the top face. All the other nodal 

quantities in each of the aforementioned generalized vectors will be pre- 

scribed, and the total number of prescribed quantities is equal to the number 

of the unknown displacement and traction components. Therefore, the total 

number of unknowns in the system (5.43) comes up to Ntotal, and it is the 

same as the number of available equations. 

After incorporating into (5.43) the prescribed boundary displacements 

and tractions, the resulting reduced system of Ntotai linear algebraic equa- 

tions will be solved by employing a special iterative solver which is referred 

to as Jacobi bi-conjugate gradient acceleration method and is described in 

Section 6.3. Once the system has been solved and the unknown components 

of the vectors in equations (5.38—42) have been determined, the domain nodal 

displacements {u*}, on the interfaces e=2,3,...,L are computed from equa- 

tions (5.29) and (5.32). Displacements at other than the nodal points, strain 

and stress components at any point in the three-dimensional layered system 

are evaluated using the equations of Section 4.6. 
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Chapter 6 

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES 
  

6.1 NUMERICAL EVALUATION 

OF BOUNDARY INTEGRALS 

6.1-1 Conversion of Line Integrals to Definite Integrals 

The boundary integrals that appear in the boundary element model of the 

problem were presented in Section 5.2 and generally they have the form: 

| Uso (z, é) dT(x) and | Thal % E | dT (x) (6.1) 

re re 

where o,8=1,2,...,6; e=1,2,...,.L and n=1,2,...,N,. The point E is a con- 

stant field or reference point, while x is the source or integration point on the 

boundary element [?’. The integrands in the above integrals are the compo- 

nents of the fundamental solution Ugg(x1,x%2;1,§2) and the traction matrix 

Top(%1,%2;61,§2), which are given in equations (3.36) and (4.6), respectively. 

If we evaluate the strain or stress components, these integrands become the 
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derivatives with respect to the coordinates of point € of the corresponding 

components (Section 3.7). For the sake of mathematical convenience, in the 

rest of this analysis both integrals of equation (6.1) will be referred to as 

(é)= | (28) ase (6.2) 
Te 

where the function f(x,&) may represent any component of the matrices U Bo 

and T,,, or their derivatives. 

The elements on the boundary are numbered consecutively counterclock- 

wise (Section 5.2) and the direction of integration over the boundary element 

is defined to be also in the counterclockwise direction, t.e., from the end-point 

of the element with local number 1 to the end-point with number 2 (see Fig- 

ure 6.1). The distance between the points x and € is denoted by R, and it is 

  

R= J (x1-€1)" + (x22) = fx? +9? (6.3) 

where Pxy is a Cartesian coordinate system with origin at € and with axes x 

and y parallel to the axes x, and x2, respectively. 

The line integral [(E1,&2) will be evaluated in a coordinate system xj, 

which is obtained by rotating the xy-system through an angle 8 in the coun- 

terclockwise direction, which is the same as the direction of the integration. 

This is the angle of rotation that will make the new y-axis parallel to the 

chord and with its positive direction from point 1 to point 2. The x axis will 

then be perpendicular to the chord of the boundary element, as it is shown in 

Figure 6.1. The equations of the coordinate transformation may be written in 

the following way 

x= 6+y sin® =x 6-—¥ sin@ {; x cos8+y sin and {3 x cos@—¥y sin | 6.4) 

y=-x sin8+y cos@ y=x sin@+¥y cos 
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x x 

“th 

parabolic boundary 

S. element I? 

1 

E, 7% 
Figure 6.1 Typical boundary element and coordinate systems used 

in the numerical evaluation of the boundary integrals. 

As it was discussed in Section 5.2, the geometry of each element in the 

boundary element model of the layer is approximated by a parabolic arc. The 

equation of this arc in the x y-system is defined as 

X= g(y) =a) y*+a2 ¥+a3 (6.5) 

where the coefficients a; (t= 1,2,3) are computed from the coordinates of the 

two end-points and the nodal point of the element. These points are repre- 

sented in Figure 6.1 by the numbers 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Denoting by x; 

and y;, the coordinates of these three points in the x¥ coordinate system, the 

coefficients of the polynomial (6.5) are found to be 

ay =~ Ss 20) (6.6a) 
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_ %3—%1) Wi t+ 2) 
A (6.6b) 

and ay = 181 a Yi y2- (6.6¢) 

where A= (y2—43) (¥3-—41), and X2=%, since the axis xX is perpendicular to 

the chord of the element. 

The line integral can be reduced to a definite integral in terms of y by 

incorporating into equation (6.2) the transformations (6.4) and the equation 

(6.5) of the parabolic arc. The infinitesimal element ds may be expressed in 

terms of y as, 

= Jdx?+dy* = ( ae) +1 [Qay+a2)?+1 +1 dy, (6.7) 

and the definite integral of equation (6.2) takes then the form 

Se
t 

£@,9) {(2a,y+a2)+1 dy. (6.8) 
1 SS

I 

Equation (6.8) can be used to evaluate the line integrals with kernels the 

components of the displacement matrix U;, and the traction matrix T,,, or 

even their derivatives with respect to the coordinates €; and €9, where in all 

cases the components must be expressed first in the bar coordinate system. 

It must be noted that, the components of the traction matrix, or their 

derivatives, depend also on the unit normal vector n, which varies along the 

boundary of the element ['?. The direction of this unit vector is dictated 

always by the direction in which we have numbered the elements on the 

boundary. Since, on the exterior boundary of a layer the numbering direction 

is counterclockwise, according to the right-hand rule, the unit vector will 
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have an outward direction. On the interior boundaries of the layer, which are 

the boundaries of holes or inclusions, the numbering direction is clockwise, 

and thus, according to the right-hand rule, the unit vector will point again 

away from the domain of the matrix material. On the boundaries of the inclu- 

sions, whose boundaries coincide with those of the matrix, one can use for 

each element the corresponding components of the unit vector for the matrix 

but with opposite sign. The components n; and n2 of the normal vector may 

be expressed at any point of the boundary element as continuous functions of 

the y coordinate by using the quadratic polynomial (6.5) which approximates 

the geometry of the element. These expressions are, 

  

  

  

_ 1 o(x—g(y)) _ — 2 7 “Weal a * | {(2a.F+a2) +1] (6.9a) 

and 

_ 1 0@-g0))_ og = [on =e. i 
n2= [va-soI i = — (2a,y+az2) | (2a, ¥+a2) +1 . (6.9b) 

6.1-2 Singular Integrals 

The definite integral of equation (6.8) behaves differently according to the 

position of the field point Pé). If é ¢IT?, the integrals are regular and they 

can be computed using a standard Gaussian quadrature rule (Stroud and 

Secrest, 1966). For all cases the eight-point rule gives very accurate results. 

However, if E e I? (e., the field point belongs in the interval of integration), 

the integrals become singular, because the integrands tend to infinity when 

the integration point x approaches the point E and therefore a special 

approach must be adopted. The behavior of the integrands can be studied 

through the functions of equations (3.51) and (3.63) which are used in the 

expressions of the fundamental solution and the traction matrix. The two 
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different cases for the behavior of integral (6.8) are shown graphically in 

Figure 6.2. 

    

  

2 2 

| i 
Q(x) 

R 

» - 
2 xX 

P(S) 

1 

Regular case: x#€ Singular case: x=£ 

Figure 6.2 Relative position of field point P (E) and integration 

point Q(x) for regular and singular integrals. 

The singularities that appear in the kernels of (6.8) are generally of loga- 

rithmic type, weak singularities or singularities that exist only in the Cauchy 

principal value sense. Various integration schemes have been proposed in the 

literature for these types of singularities and many of them have been re- 

viewed by Telles (1987), Alarcén et al. (1989), Cerrolaza and Alarcon (1989), 

and Lutz (1992). In the case of a Cauchy-type singularity most of the tech- 

niques remove the singularity in the following way 
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b b b 

fo) 4. _ f fo -fA 1 6.10 |S =| na dx + f0) (sts dic (6.10a) 

b 

Fa) 
x—-KXr 

a 

b 

or dx = [Pen + f0) n|2=4| (6.10b) 
a 

where f(x) is a regular function in the interval [a, b] and A € (a, b). The inte- 

gral on the right-hand side of (6.10b) is now regular, so it is possible to inte- 

grate it by means of standard Gaussian quadratures, provided that no 

sampling point coincides with the singular point A. Other techniques involve 

exact integration over straight elements, or subdivision of the original inter- 

val at the regions close to the singularity, and application of standard Gaus- 

sian quadrature over each subinterval. Nevertheless, these techniques have 

the disadvantage of not being applicable in the presence of logarithmic singu- 

larities or weak singularities of the type x~* with a>1. Many of these ap- 

proaches are also unstable when the number of subdivisions is increased, and 

their accuracy is highly dependent upon the number of subdivisions. 

In the case of a logarithmic singularity the integration can be performed 

by splitting the kernel, as it is shown below 

b b b 

J f(x) In|x—2| dx = | (f(x) — FO)] In |x—Al dx + fos] In|x-Al dx, (6.11) 

and evaluating the two integrals using special quadratures with logarithmic 

weighting functions (Stroud and Secrest, 1966). A similar approach has also 

been suggested by Katsikadelis and Armenakas (1985) for the case of ele- 

ments whose geometry is described by a quadratic polynomial. It is clear that 

the aforementioned procedures imply a certain number of added numerical 
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and computational complications and are not general enough to handle other 

types of singularities. 

In order to overcome these problems and develop an approach that can 

deal with all types of singularities, different authors have recently suggested 

the use of nonlinear coordinate transformations of the integrands, which 

smooth out the singularity near the singular point (Telles, 1987; Cerrolaza 

and Alarcon, 1989). 

6.1-3 Numerical Evaluation of Singular Integrals 

In the present work, a fully numerical procedure is developed for the evalua- 

tion of all types of singular kernels (i.e., Cauchy-type singularities, logarith- 

mic and weak singularities), using a bi-cubic transformation proposed by 

Cerrolaza and Alarcon (1989), in conjunction with a subdivision of the origi- 

nal interval at the region close to the singularity. Let the integral 

Y2 ye -€ 

Ip = | 76.0 dy = lim | 76.6) dy + | Fo.6) dy (6.12) 
¥1 

e-0 

¥1 € 

represent the integral in equation (6.8) for the singular case, where y=0 is 

the point of singularity, and yi <0<¥2. Depending on the component which 

is being integrated in equation (6.1), the integrand in the above equation will 

generally have one of the following forms, 

FGO,®) =F (28) => FG,0) =fG,8) {(2a:7+a2)" +1, (6.13a) 

FG,8) =n() #(%8) > FG,8)= £6,8), (6.13b) 

and —s- FG, 8) =no(E) £(%8 | > FG,0)=-(2a17 +a) fG,8), (6.13¢) 
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in which we have used the transformed expressions (6.9) for the unit vector. 

Equation (6.13a) refers to terms of the fundamental solution or the traction 

matrix which do not involve the components of the unit vector, while equa- 

tions (6.13b,c) represent terms of the traction components which contain the 

unit vector. 

The central idea of the numerical procedure proposed here is based on 

the following two requirements : 

(a) gather the sampling points near the singularity to improve the nu- 

merical representation of the high gradients, and 

(b) obtain a sampling point distribution which essentially respects the 

demands of equation (6.12), 1.e., the quantity € must be the same at 

both sides of the singular point. 

Although, the bi-cubic transformation may be applied directly to the inte- 

grands of (6.12) for the whole interval [1,2], it was observed that better re- 

sults can be obtained if the original interval [1,2] 1s divided into smaller 

intervals, and especially if the subintervals right before and after the singu- 

lar point are of equal length ¥-, which is relatively small compared to the 

length of the element chord. Controlling these subintervals we can enforce 

the above two requirements more effectively and especially the second one. A 

good choice for the length y- is found to be: 

Yo=>+ min(J1, ¥2). (6.14) 

The suggested method of subdivision is shown graphically in Figure 6.3, 

where also the intervals [y1,—y-] and [y-c, ¥2] have been bisected, although it 

is not necessary for most applications. If this approach is applied to the inte- 

grals of equation (6.12), it yields the following expression for the evaluation 

of the singular integral Io, 
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1 yi 

—E ¥e y2 

+ lim J FG.) a+ | FG,0) dy| + | FG,0) dy. (6.15) 
—¥e E Ve 

— Gauss points Modified 
y 4 for [-¥., 5, ] Gauss points 

_ 1 1 

Y2 

Let 

(Y2-Je) 
2 

| 

L
e
 

Jy
 

- z x E 
3 Bi-cubic 

Transformation 

Wy,   —(¥.+)1) x 

DON 
1! ~ oe 

Figure 6.3 Element subdivisions and bi-cubic transformation for 
the evaluation of the singular integrals. 

  ~1 -1 

Kach of the two integrals in brackets of equation (6.15) must be mapped into 

a domain n[-1, 1] in order to evaluate them numerically by means of stan- 

dard Gaussian quadratures. This mapping is performed using two cubic func- 

tions (hence the name bi-cubic transformation) which are defined over both 

sides of the singularity, and they have the following general form: 
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Yi(n) = Ain? + Bin? +C;n+D; (v= 1, 2) (6.16) 

where 1=1 and i=2 denote, respectively, the regions before and after the 

singularity. The following conditions must be satisfied by the two functions: 

  

Yi(-1) = -% , Yi(1) = 0 (6.17a,b) 

Yi) = -€ (6.18) 

on 7 (6.19) 

and Yo2-1) = 0, Yo(1) = ye (6.20a,b) 

Yo(np) = € (6.21) 

a¥e = 0 (6.22) 
aN | yo   

where 1); =—1/; is the last point in the Gaussian quadrature. Restraints (6.17) 

and (6.20) impose, respectively, the new integration bounds for the intervals 

before and after the singular point. The conditions (6.18) and (6.21) force the 

images of the last Gauss point (i.e., 7) in the interval [—y,,0], and the first 

Gauss point (t.e., ns) in the interval [0,y.] to be placed at distances -e and €, 

respectively, from the singular point (see Figure 6.3). Finally, restraints 

(6.19) and (6.22) smooth out the singularity near the singular point and, 

therefore, an even better accuracy can be achieved. 

The application of the previous conditions to equations (6.16) yields the 

following polynomial coefficients, 

  

—1 l= € 1x 
A,= i542], By =-Ai+7ya 

1+n: ; (1-n,)” ; (6.23) 

C1 =-Al-3 9a; D,=A\ +494 
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  A,=—+ 1. | B.=A2+4¥B 
(6.24) 

Co=-Agt+3¥B, Dz =-Az+4¥B 

for the first and second cubic polynomials, respectively. In the above expres 

sions (6.23) and (6.24) itis y,=—y-, and yp=y, (Figure 6.3). 

According to the previous analysis, the numerical evaluation of the 

integrals in equation (6.15) by means of the bi-cubic transformation 1s going 

to be as follows 

+ | F0y,9) dy (6.25) 

where Ji(q) =3A; n7+2B;n+C; (6.26) 

are the Jacobians of the two transformations, and Nx and we» are the abscis- 

sas and the weights of the Gaussian quadrature of order NGP. The use of the 

same order of quadrature in both intervals of integration is implicit in equa- 

tion (6.25). The intervals [yi,-—y.] and [¥-<,¥2] do not have any singular 

points and thus the integration can be performed using standard Gaussian 

quadrature rules. 

This approach was tested for various types of singular functions found in 

equations (8.51) and (3.63) of the present work and also other found in the lit- 

erature (Jun et al., 1985; Telles, 1987; Katsikadelis and Kokkinos, 1987), and 
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the results were always in excellent agreement with the exact values. For ex- 

ample, if each of the outer intervals [y1,—-y- ] and [¥c, ¥2 ], is subdivided into 

two equal intervals (Figure 6.3), and if a 24-point quadrature rule is used for 

all numerical integrations in (6.25), with a value of e=2x10° y,(1—7n)), 

which for NGP= 24 becomes almost ¢ = 107° y,, then the error is consistently 

less than 10°° %. When the element is symmetric about the x axis and the 

nodal point is located at the center of the element, subdivision of the outer in- 

tervals is not required. In this case, the 8-point quadrature rule applied for 

all numerical integrations in (6.25) and a value of €=2x10~° y,.(1-MnN)), pro- 

duce excellent results and the error is less than 3x 1074 %. For the numerical 

evaluation of line integrals involved in the present work, we adopt a subdivi- 

sion into four intervals: [¥1,-Yc], [-yvc,0], [0,7-] and [¥c,¥2], as it is demon- 

strated in equation (6.25). The y. is computed according to (6.14) and, for all 

four intervals, the number of Gauss points in the quadrature is NGP=8. It 

should also be noted that for both regular and singular integrals, the Bessel 

functions involved in the expressions of the fundamental solution are evalu- 

ated numerically, according to the equations provided in Appendix D. 

6.2 NUMERICAL EVALUATION 

OF DOMAIN INTEGRALS 

6.2-1 Introduction 

The formulation of the multilayered plate problem using integral equations 

produces, except from the boundary integrals (contour integrals) which were 

studied in the previous section, domain integrals. The domain integrals 

appear in the integral representation of the solution in equation (5.4) as 

influence or coefficient matrices. In the case of a single numerical layer, these 
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integrals introduce into the model the effect of the prescribed surface trac- 

tions and body forces on the displacement components at a point E of the lay- 

er’s domain Q, (equations 5.16 and 5.17), while in the case of a multilayered 

system, they introduce the effect of the unknown interlaminar tractions and 

prescribed body forces (equations 5.28 and 5.29). The numerical evaluation of 

domain integrals is facilitated by discretizing the domain Q, into a number 

of elements, creating in this way a finite element mesh as it is shown in Fig- 

ure 5.1. The mesh used in the present analysis consists of triangular three- 

node linear isoparametric elements (Cruse, 1969) and the surface tractions 

are approximated over each triangular region with the corresponding linear 

interpolation functions (Reddy, 1993). 

The general form of the domain integrals may be written as 

n(é)= | (ZF) og doe, (6.27) 
Qe 

where the two-point function f(x, E) represents the components of the funda- 

mental solution U’ op (Xs E) or the components of its derivatives with respect to 

the coordinates €; and &2. The functions 4 (x) (k= 1, 2,3) are the linear two- 

dimensional interpolation functions used in equation (5.2) for the approxima- 

tion of the surface tractions, and Q? is the m-th triangular element of the 

e-th layer. The reference point E (En, E2) may be a point on the boundary or in 

the domain of the numerical layer, and it may coincide with boundary or do- 

main nodal points. When the reference point coincides with the p-th bound- 

ary nodal point, the domain integral has the form given in equation (5.6). 

The domain integral in equation (6.27) behaves differently depending on 

the position of the reference point relative to the triangular element of inte- 

gration. The integral is characterized as regular for E¢ Q”, singular for 

E€ Q?, and near-singular or quasi-singular when the point € is very close to 
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the boundaries of the domain 22. Numerical evaluation of all three types of 

domain integrals has been studied extensively in the literature and many of 

the proposed techniques produce accurate results. The regular integrals are 

usually evaluated using standard Gaussian quadratures over each domain 

element. This approach is used by the finite element method (Reddy, 1993) 

and the boundary element method (Brebbia et al., 1984), and extensive re- 

search work has been published on quadrature formulas over triangular ele- 

ments and their applications (Cowper, 1973). 

The singular and quasi-singular integrals are a major concern for the 

BEM, since they also contribute to the main diagonal of the influence (coeffi- 

cient) matrices of the numerical model (see, equation 5.33). A common tech- 

nique to overcome the singularity is subdivision of the target element (to 

which the field point is internal) into sub-elements with the field point as a 

vertex to each of them (Lachat and Watson, 1976; Crook and Smith, 1992). In 

this case the reference point is on the boundary of the sub-element, and since 

the Gauss points are in the domain of the sub-element, the singularity tech- 

nically is weakened. Another approach is to formulate the problem in a way 

that eliminates the singularity of all the integrands through analytical inte- 

gration (Takhteyev and Brebbia, 1990) or Taylor expansion of the critical 

terms (Cruse and Aithal, 1993). This technique, although it is very effective, 

it is greatly dependent on the functions that construct the fundamental solu- 

tion of the problem. Zhang and Xu (1989) used the triangle polar coordinate 

mapping for the Cauchy principal value integral in three-dimensional prob- 

lems, and Liao and Xu (1992) suggested a method which expresses the singu- 

lar integral as the sum of a weakly singular integral, which is computed by 

means of the standard Gaussian quadrature, and an integrable Cauchy prin- 

cipal value integral, which is calculated by direct integration in the Cauchy 

principal value sense. 
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For near-singular integration, the usual Gauss integration procedure 

with simple elemental subdivision has been considered by Jun et al. (1985). 

Lutz (1992) used the fundamental definition of Gaussian integration to de- 

rive for specific integrands new quadrature points and weights that apply at 

particular normalized distances from the element. A method by Telles (1987) 

based on a cubic transformation of the variables in each local coordinate di- 

rection has proved to be reliable for many applications. This technique is self- 

adaptive, it produces a variable lumping of the Gauss stations toward the 

singularity, and it can also be applied for the case of singular integrals if it is 

combined with a subdivision of the element. 

However, the various techniques found in the literature have limitations, 

many of them require subdivision into sub-elements and also employ many 

Gauss points for a successful computation of the domain integrals. Here, the 

compromise between accuracy and computer time is the key factor when 

choosing the most appropriate scheme. Since, for the problem at hand, there 

is a wide variety of singular, near-singular and regular integrals that must 

be evaluated numerically, and the number of numerical integrations which 

need to be performed in order to construct all the influence matrices is enor- 

mous, we have to consider an approach that requires a small number of 

Gauss points, does not incorporate subdivision, it is accurate and fast, and 

can deal effectively with regular, singular and near-singular domain inte- 

grals. A technique with all these characteristics has been developed and is 

presented in the following sections. The technique is semi-analytical in na- 

ture, it is developed primarily for the singular cases and it is applied in the 

same way to regular and near-singular domain integrals. The proposed 

method converts, through an analytic integration, the singular integral over 

the triangular domain to a definite and regular integral along the three sides 

of the element. The regular and definite integrals may then be evaluated 
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numerically using a standard Gaussian quadrature (for all cases, an 8-point 

quadrature gives excellent results). The regular or quasi-singular integrals 

are treated as a special case of the singular, by superimposing the results of a 

singular integration over three new triangular domains which are defined by 

the field point gE ¢ Q” and each side of the original triangle 07". 

  
      
  

—_>- 

O E, x 
Figure 6.4 Typical triangular element and coordinate systems for 

the numerical evaluation of singular domain integrals. 

6.2-2 Conversion of Singular Domain Integrals to Definite Integrals 

Consider the typical triangular element occupying the domain 7", as it is 

shown in Figure 6.4, and assume that the field point €(€1,€2) coincides with 

the local node-1 of the domain element. Since all the functions f(x,&) in the 

integrand of equation (6.27) depend on the relative position (¢-E) of the field 
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point € and the integration point x, the domain integral may be evaluated in 

a Cartesian coordinate system having its origin at € and axes x and y parallel 

to the x, and x2 axes, respectively. The coordinates of point x in the xy- 

system are 

x=x1-51, yuxe-§e (6.28) 

and the distance R between the points x and é is 

R= Jon ~€1)7 + (x2 £2)" = {x7ty? . (6.29) 

The domain integral in the new Cartesian system may now be written as 

  

I(8) = | fey oxesy) dxay. (6.30) 
Qe" 

The domain integral of equation (6.30) is transformed to a new coordi- 

nate system which is obtained by rotating the xy-system through an angle 

in the counterclockwise direction, which is also the direction from node-2 to 

node-3, so that the new x-axis is perpendicular to the side 2-3 of the triangle 

and y has the same orientation as the line segment from point 2 to point 3. 

This transformation is similar to the one used for the evaluation of the line 

integrals in the previous section, and is the key point in reducing the domain 

integrals to line integrals. In the new system the linear interpolation func- 

tions associated with the triangular element are 

1,9) =1-%, (6.31a) 

  do@,7y) =e +-—_, (6.31b) 

and 03(X,y) = — 2 x + — , (6.31c)     
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where x; and y; are the transformed coordinates of the nodes i:=2,3, and 

which can be computed from the coordinate transformation of equation (6.4) 

by setting 9=9. It is apparent that for node-1 it is: x; =¥71,=0, since this 

point is the origin for both systems, xy and xy. The expressions (6.31) are de- 

rived by assuming linear interpolation functions over the triangular element 

of the form 

oi(xX, y)=aix+biy+e; (v=1,2,3), (6.32) 

then imposing the conditions that must be satisfied by these functions at the 

three nodes: 

O1(¥1,¥1)=1, 01(%2,¥2)=0, 1(%3, 93) =O (6.33) 

02(%1,91)=90, O2(%2,¥2)=1, 2(%3,73) =0 (6.34) 

03(%1,91)=90, $3(X2,¥2)=0, O3(%3, 93) =1 (6.35) 

and finally, solving the three systems of equations. 

The last in these series of transformations will be one from the Cartesian 

bar-coordinates to triangle polar coordinates, as it is depicted in Figure 6.5. 

The bar-coordinates will be expressed in terms of the polar coordinates as 

x=Rcos@ and y=R sinO, (6.36) 

or y =x tan6d, (6.37) 

where @ is the angle between the x-axis and the position vector to point x, 

and R has been defined in (6.29). Using equation (6.37) into the polynomials 

(6.31) for the linear interpolation functions, we obtain: 

oi(%,6)=1-wix, 2(%,0)=wo(0) x, and $3(x,0)=ws3(@) x (6.38) 

in which the functions y; are defined as 
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i Wiz. = W2(8) + w3(8) (6.39a) 

1 ¥3 
0)= =———— | => - t . W2(9) 73-3 (22 ané | (6.39b) 

-_1 _(_% w3(8) = 53-32 ( zt tand | (6.39c) 

where yj is constant and X3 = x2 (Figure 6.5). 

  

      
Figure 6.5 Typical triangular element in the xy-coordinate system 

and triangle polar coordinates. 

Substituting equation (6.37) into (6.4), we derive the relations for the 

direct transformation from the xy-coordinates to the triangle polar coordi- 

nates x and 9, 

= C88) ng ya HOt 9) S 
cos 8 cos 6 (6.40) 
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This transformation applied to the domain integrals of (6.30) yields the fol- 

lowing double integral in the final coordinate system 

1(8) = f, f f@,0) dx, @) J&,0) dz do (6.41) 

where d(x, 8) is the Jacobian for the transformation from xy to polar coordi- 

nates, and is given as 

  

dx oy 
a oe| x 

J(x,8) = det = ; (6.42) 
ox Oy cos?@ 

06 (008 

The limits 6; and 92 of the integration in (6.41) may be expressed in terms of 

the coordinates of the nodal points 2 and 3, as 

0; = tan( 22 | and 2 =tan"1(22). Xo Xo (6.43) 

It is interesting to note that, at the beginning of this analysis the geometry 

and orientation of the element in the bar-system was described by the coordi- 

nates of the nodal points 2 and 3, while now the element is described by 

another set of four quantities which are: the angle > for the orientation of tri- 

angle, and the polar coordinates x2, 0; and 92 for its geometry. 

Introducing equations (6.38) and (6.42) in the domain integral of equa- 

tion (6.41), we find 

n(é)=[" £i(8)-wil2®) 6 =|" a dd - LE) -15(8), (6.44a) 

  

  

8, cos?6 e, cos? 

~ 62 

a =-[° 2,0) ar dO, (6.44b) 
@; 

~ 82 

and 1(E) -[{° 120) oar d0 (6.44c) 
6, 
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where 

L100) =|" =f, 6) dk, (6.45a) 

and Lo(@) = | ” 32 £0) dz. (6.45b) 
0 

The kernel functions f(x, E), which in triangle polar coordinates are 

expressed as f(x, 6), are either the components of the fundamental solution or 

its derivatives with respect to the coordinates € and &2, as it was also men- 

tioned in the introductory part of this chapter. However, all these quantities 

are related to the functions fyg(x, y) of equations (3.51), (3.63) and (3.80), and 

thus the integrals in equation (6.45) may be evaluated analytically for all 

these functions. This task can always be accomplished easily and effortlessly 

through symbolic algebra on a computer (Wolfram, 1991). The expressions for 

the integrals L,(8) and L2(8) have been obtained for all the functions fog of 

Chapter 3, using symbolic algebra and properties of the modified Bessel func- 

tions of the second kind and properties of their integrals (Wheelon, 1968; 

Luke, 1962; McLachlan, 1941). These expressions have been implemented di- 

rectly into a computer code for the numerical evaluation of domain integrals. 

The only integral, which is not evaluated analytically, is that of the Bessel 

function Ko(x) from zero to x2, but for this integral one may find expressions 

for its numerical evaluation in Appendix D. 

Substituting equations (6.39) for the interpolation functions and (6.43) 

for the ordinates of nodes 2 and 3 in the polar coordinate system in the inte- 

grals of equation (6.44), we obtain the final expressions for the evaluation of 

the singular domain integrals (6.27): 

1(E) = R1(01, 02) - 3, R201, 02) (6.46a) 
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1(E | _ tan 82 F2(91, 82) ~— R3(81, 62) (6.46b) 

X2 (tan O@2 —tan68}) 
  

  

2) —tan®; R2(01,02) + R3(81, 82) 
1() ~ x2 (tan 02 —tan6;) (6.46c) 

where R;(8;,92) (¢=1,2,3) denote regular and definite integrals over the 

angle @ and they are given as 

g 
Ry (01, 02) =| * 210) ag, (6.47a) 

9, cos*6 

Q 
R2(01,02) =| 22 ao, (6.47b) 

6, cos*é 

_ 2 tan@ 
and R3(81, 62) = —, L2(8) dé. (6.47c) 

6, cos“6 

The above three integrals are evaluated numerically using a standard quad- 

rature rule. The Bessel functions involved in some of the integrands are com- 

puted numerically using the formulae in Appendix D. 

The procedure for computing the integrals I,(&1,&2) of equation (6.27) 

over the triangular element Q7 can be summarized for the singular case 

where the reference point €(€1,&2) coincides with the local node-1 of the tri- 

angular element in the following five steps: 

(1) Express the kernel functions f,€) = f(x,y) in terms of the triangle 

polar coordinates x and 9 using the transformation (6.40). 

(2) Determine the geometry and orientation of the triangular element in 

the polar coordinate system by calculating the 0, x2, 6; and 62 from 

the coordinates of nodes 2 and 3 (equations 6.4 and 6.43). 

(3) Derive analytic expressions for the integrals £1(6) and L2(8) of 

equations (6.45). 
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(4) Compute numerically the definite integrals &1(61, 62), R2(81,92) and 

R3(01,62) of equation (6.47), by employing a 8-point Gaussian quad- 

rature rule. 

(5) Finally, obtain the values for the integrals J;(E1,&2) by substituting 

the results of the previous four steps into equations (6.46). 

6.2-3 Evaluation of Singular Domain Integrals 

The methodology developed in Section 6.2—2 applies to the special case where 

the reference point E is located at one of the nodal points of the triangular 

element 2, and in particular at node 1. Generally, the reference point can 

be anywhere on the plane Q, of the numerical layer, and if it is in the trian- 

gular element or on one of its three sides, the domain integrals of equation 

(6.27) become singular. 

{¢(%)}" 

  

    
  

  

é 2 

Figure 6.6 Linear distribution of the surface tractions over a trian- 

gular element which contains the reference point. 
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In order to evaluate the singular integrals for these two cases, let us as- 

sume that E € Q? as it is shown in Figures 6.6 or 6.7, and denote the vector 

of the surface tractions associated with this point by {ié)} and the corre- 

sponding vectors at the three nodes of the m-th element by {é} (Figure 6.6). 

Since the tractions are approximated over the element using the linear inter- 

polation functions (equation 5.2), the traction vector at point E may be ex- 

pressed in terms of the nodal values as 

i(é)}= (BP = d o(€) (2 i(E)}= (AE = Bowl) f | S g 2 o4( 6 ke 

= 11,82) {ef + O2(61,82) {t}S + 3061.82) {2}. (6.48) 

      
O a Xj 

Figure 6.7 Subdivision of a triangular element for reference point 
located in the domain of the element. 
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Having the reference point inside the triangular domain, the element is 

subdivided into three sub-elements with a common vertex at this point E. 

These new triangular elements are denoted by ©, ®2 and @3 as it is shown 

in Figure 6.7, and it is Q2' =@, U@2 U3. The first sub-domain has vertices 

€—2-3, the second €-3-1 and the third 6-1-2, where the order in which 

the vertices are referred to indicates the way they are numbered locally 

within each sub-domain. 

The domain integral which must be evaluated for all the different posi- 

tions of the reference point has the general form (see equations 5.6 and 6.27) 

J (2.8 | {i} dg) = {é}" | (2.8) one dQR), (6.49) 
ar ae 

and for a reference point € located in the element Q?', it becomes 

| (28) {1} caw =| £(%E) {iw} dow 
a? 1 

+ | (2.8) {ie} dog)+ | (2,8) {2@] doz) (6.50) 
2 Wg 

where E coincides always with the first local node of each sub-domain (local 

for the sub-element). All three integrals of the right-hand side of equation 

(6.50) are singular and they have the same form as the singular integral 

studied in the previous sub-section. Therefore, the proposed semi-analytical 

methodology can be applied for every integral in equation (6.50). Denoting 

the results over each sub-element @; (t= 1, 2,3) by I a © and I o the nine 

integrals associated with the m-th triangular element may be evaluated us- 

ing equations (6.46) and (6.47), and the singular integral of (6.50) takes the 

following form, 
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| (2.8 ) {4%} dag = {t i} 1 +f \" 1+ {i i)" 12 

Oe +{t lS 1? + {t i} 1? + {i \ 1? 

+tihe T+ {thy n+ {ihe Is (6.51) 

where {é} with k=1,2,3 are the traction vectors at the three nodes of the 

m-th element, and {eh is the vector at the reference point E. 

Substitution of the linear interpolation equations of (6.48) into (6.51), 

yields the expression for the evaluation of the singular domain integral for a 

reference point € in the triangular element 97": 

[ #(%8) {te} aoe = [oe (1? +1 +1? 41 +1 | fi)" 
Qe 

7 478 MD 73 + oe) (TP +1 +I, jen +I; fe \ 

  + os) (i+ 1? +19 )+ 1 +19" | {i |. (6.52) 

where the values of the interpolation functions at the reference point are 

computed from the following expressions 

o:(8 ) = 161,82) = eo re (6.53a) 

02(E) = b2(§1, §2) =o, (6.53b) 

and 03(& ) =9s61,g2) = OBO, (6.53¢) 

in which the denominator A is 

A = (X(2) — X(ay) (¥(8) — Yay) — (X(3) — Xa) (YQ) - I) - (6.54) 
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In equation (6.54), xm and ya (k= 1, 2,3) denote the coordinates of the local 

nodal points of the triangular element 0?” in the xy-Cartesian system (Figure 

6.4). 

Equations (6.52) can also be used to evaluate numerically domain inte- 

grals in the case where the reference point is located on one of the sides of the 

triangular element Q”. This case is shown in Figure 6.8 where the point E is 

placed on the side 3-1 of the element. The triangular domain is divided now 

into two sub-elements, namely @; and 3, which correspond to the same sub- 

elements of Figure 6.7. The only difference from the previous case is that the 

sub-domain @2 has now vanished, and thus, the values of all the integrals 

I in equation (6.52) become zero. 

      

X24 

ef. 

> 

O G1 xy 

Figure 6.8 Subdivision of a triangular element for reference point 

located on the side 3-1 of the element. 
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6.2-4 Evaluation of Regular and Near-Singular 

Domain Integrals 

Consider the triangular element Q/' of Figure 6.9 and a reference point such 

that E ¢ Q. In this case the integrals of equation (6.27) are regular, or near- 

singular if the point is very close to the boundary of the element. These two 

types of domain integrals will be evaluated using the methodology developed 

for the singular cases and equations (6.52). This approach, when applied to 

regular integrals, is the most accurate, because the expressions developed in 

Section 6.2—3 can treat all the singularities analytically, and therefore the 

numerical scheme is not affected by the near-singular integrals. It is also the 

most economical, since it reduces the domain integrals to definite integrals, 

which can be evaluated very accurately by employing eight Gauss points on 

each side of the triangular element. 

      

Ef. 

> 

O Gi XY 

Figure 6.9 Subdivision of an element for reference point located out 

of the triangular domain. 
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The three domains of integration, @1, @2 and @3, are depicted in Figure 

6.9 by the cross-hatched areas and the domain Q?' is composed from the 

three sub-domains as 0? =@2U@3U(-@1). The fact that the domain ), 

along with the corresponding integrals over this region, must be subtracted 

from the other two domains and the integrals associated with them, is due to 

the specific position of é with respect to the element. For another position of 

the reference point, the domains will be combined differently, in order to pro- 

duce the element 7. Nevertheless, this situation is automatically recog- 

nized and treated by the developed procedure. That is true because, the 

method as it was presented for singular integrals with E at node-1 in Section 

6.2—2, requires that the local nodes are numbered counterclockwise, and the 

general approach for all types of singular integrals in Section 6.2—3 was de- 

veloped by considering the reference point as the first vertex for all three tri- 

angular sub-domains and for @), ®2 and w3 the local nodes were numbered 

in the order 6-2-3, €-3-1 and €-1-2, respectively. So in the numerical 

analysis of singular integrals, the nodes are always numbered counterclock- 

wise as it is shown in Figure 6.7. Referring now to the regular integrals, the 

local nodes of the triangle @, will be considered in the order 6-2-3 (clock- 

wise) for the evaluation of the coefficients [? by the numerical scheme (equa- 

tion 6.52). This order, however, for a point out of the domain Q? (Figure 6.9), 

is clockwise and, thus, all the integrals over the sub-domain @; will have 

opposite sign compared to those for counterclockwise numbering of the nodes. 

This is exactly what we expected, according to our original observations 

based on Figure 6.9. 

It is therefore evident that the proposed technique of Section 6.2—3 is 

general, and it can be used to evaluate numerically regular, near singular 

and all types of singular domain integrals. The method does not have any 
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limitations and for all the tests that were performed produced excellent re- 

sults. Its salient features are the accuracy, the speed and the generality. The 

approach, in its present form, may also be applied to linear four-node quadri- 

lateral elements, if each domain is subdivided into triangular sub-elements. 

Using the same concept and the triangle polar coordinate transformation, one 

can derive integration schemes for higher order elements. 

6.2-5 Constant Traction Distribution over a Triangular Element 

The numerical evaluation of the domain integrals, which is described by 

equations (6.52), is developed assuming a linear distribution of the surface 

tractions over the triangular element. If the surface tractions (or the body 

forces) are considered to be constant over each triangular element, then the 

expressions for the numerical evaluation of the domain integrals are simpli- 

fied and the work involved in the calculations is considerably reduced. 

For constant traction vector over the m-th element, the nodal values are 

equal and they are represented by the value at the center of the element. 

Denoting by {z}" the value at the centroid of the triangular element, it is 

(3) = {a} = {3} = (7)". (6.55) 

Incorporating equation (6.55) into (6.52) and using also the property of the 

interpolation functions, 

61(§) + o2(§) +.03(§) =1, (6.56) 

the domain integral is written as follows 

J (%8) fie} og = [P44 41 1 41? 
Qe 

m 

+I{ +13) +15” | {é} (6.57) 
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Moreover, it is known from equation (6.44a) that the sum of the integrals 

Ip (é | is equal to the integral of equation (6.47a), 1.e., 

1(é)+n(€)+n(E)= R101, 9s), (6.58) 

for reference point & located at node-1 of a triangular element. Combining 

the above relation with equation (6.57), we arrive at the following expression 

| (Z&) 2} aom = [RP + RP + RO] LF”, (6.59) 
Qe 

which is the general formula for the numerical evaluation of any type of 

domain integral for a constant traction distribution over the element. The po- 

sition of the reference point is the one indicated in Figure 6.7, and from 

which according to the developed scheme any other configuration can be re- 

produced. In equation (6.59), RY R® and R® denote, respectively, the inte- 

gral in equation (6.47a) for each of the three sub-domains @, (€—2-3), 

®2 (6-3-1) and @3 (6-1-2) of Figure 6.7. It is important to note that for 

constant traction components over the element, one needs only to evaluate 

analytically the integral £1(8) of equation (6.45a) and numerically the inte- 

gral R60, 62) of (6.47) for each of the three sub-domains @;. 

6.3 ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF BEM EQUATIONS 

BY THE BI-CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD 

The major costs of large scale finite element or boundary element calcula- 

tions, particularly in three dimensions, arise from computing solutions to sys- 

tems of linear equations. Direct methods, 1.e., those based upon Gaussian 

elimination, can easily require prohibitively large amounts of both CPU and 
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storage. Iterative procedures avoiding the formation and factorization of a 

global system of equations can circumvent these difficulties. Iterative tech- 

niques employed for solving FEM systems of equations (Hughes et al., 1987) 

take advantage of the fact that the system matrix is symmetric and positive- 

definite. Unfortunately BEM matrices do not have any of these two favorable 

characteristics. This fact rules out a great number of iterative methods and 

makes the solution of BEM systems of equations essentially more difficult. A 

thorough presentation of the different iterative techniques available in the 

literature for BEM systems of equations can be found in the papers by Man- 

sur et al. (1992), Barra et al. (1992), and Aravjo and Mansur (1989). 

For the problem of the multilayered system, the number of equations, or 

equivalently the number of unknown quantities, depends on the number of 

boundary and domain elements used to model each layer, but foremost on the 

number of numerical layers. Each numerical layer is represented by a set of 

matrices which are constructed from the equilibrium equations associated 

with this layer. The global matrix, which describes the whole layered system, 

is assembled from the matrices of the individual numerical layers (equation 

5.43) through compatibility conditions, and in most of the cases it is a very 

large matrix. It is therefore preferable, and some times it becomes necessary, 

to adopt an iterative scheme for the solution of the system of equations. The 

technique used in the present work is the bi-conjugate gradient method (bi- 

CG) with Jacobi preconditioning matrix. This iterative solver is available in 

the literature (Mansur et al., 1992), and it is considered to be one of the most 

efficient schemes and one that leads to large computer savings, especially for 

large systems (for applications with 522 equations the time is about four 

times smaller than that with the direct Gauss elimination method). 
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The final matrix of equations for the three-dimensional analysis of a mul- 

tilayered system has been derived in Chapter 5, and it is given in equation 

(5.43). The system of equations, however, cannot be rendered to the iterative 

solver unless the coefficient matrices of the traction vectors are scaled. As it 

is recommended by many researchers and also checked with specific exam- 

ples in the present work (two-dimensional elasticity problems), a coefficient 

scaling is required in order to achieve substantial reductions in the number 

of iterations (usually 50-60%). For the elasticity problem at hand the scale 

factor is chosen to be 

  C,=max| Ee (6.60) 
1-v? 

where E, is the modulus of elasticity and v. is the Poisson’s ratio for the e-th 

numerical layer. This scaling coefficient is used to factor the coefficient matri- 

ces of all the traction vectors {t}, in the generalized vector {tu}, the vector 

{s}, and those components of the vectors {q} and {p} which are not pre- 

scribed. For example, the coefficient matrix of {s} will be scaled as follows 

12 _ 127) {1 — rAl2 [A] is} = (c.[A”]) (2 tt) = AP te} (6.61) 

where the scaled matrices [A}?] and {s,} will replace the [A!?] and {s} in 

the system of equations (5.43). At the end of the iterative procedure, when 

the solution has been obtained, the actual vectors may be computed from the 

scaled ones by multiplying the latter by C,. 

Once the matrices have been factored and the prescribed boundary quan- 

tities have been introduced into equation (5.43), the final form of the system 

of equations will become 

[A] {X} =[b] (6.62) 
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where [A] is the system matrix and {X} is the vector of all the unknown 

quantities. It should be emphasized that [A] and {b} must not be assembled 

from the individual matrices of each numerical layer (see equations 5.28 and 

5.29), since this will produce a very large matrix and will increase dramati- 

cally the storage requirements. In the present work, for each of the six matri- 

ces associated with a numerical layer (element), a three-dimensional matrix 

is created. The first two dimensions of this matrix are the same as the dimen- 

sions of the element matrix and the third is L (number of numerical layers). 

The entries of each element matrix are stored directly into the corresponding 

3-D matrix and, along the third dimension, at the same position where the 

numerical layer appears in the model of the multilayered system (Figure 5.2). 

For the evaluation of products required by the iterative scheme and involving 

either [A] or {b}, subroutines have been designed especially for this purpose, 

which control the assembly process and evaluate these products at the ele- 

ment level. 

The matrix [A] is preconditioned employing the splitting matrix [Q], 

whose components are defined for the Jacobi method as 

Aj if w=j 
Qi = (6.63) 

0 if 14) 

The algorithm for the computational implementation of the bi-conjugate gra- 

dient method with Jacobi preconditioning matrix {Q}, 1s given below: 

TOL =10~77 (initial tolerance) 

{X} = {Xo} (initial solution vector) 

{b"}=[Q] " {b} 

TOL = TOL * /{b*}" {b*} (working tolerance) 
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{r*}=[@] ({b}-[A] {X} 
DELO ={r*}" {r*}| = SDELO = /DELO 

if SDELO<TOL then STOP 

{p}={r*}; {p}={r'}; {r*}={r'} (initialize the vectors) 

R: {h} =[A] {p} (iterative scheme begins) 

{h*} =[Q]' {h} 
1 — —DELO = 

{p} {h*} 

{X} = {X}+A {p} 

{r*y={r*}-A{h*} 

DELI ={r°}?{r"} = SDELI= /DELI 

if SDEL1< TOL then STOP 

{h} =[Q]" {p} 

{h*}=[Al]" {h} 

{r*}={r*}-A {h*} 

DELI = {r*}" {r*} 

q = DELL DELO = DEL1 
~ DELO’ 

{ps}={r*}+a{p} (the new vectors {p} and {p}) 

{p} ={r*}+a {p} 

GOTO R (next iteration) 

In the above iterative scheme the superscript T denotes transpose and the 

initial solution vector is usually chosen to be {Xo} = {0}. The matrix fay” is 

the inverse of the preconditioning matrix, and it is given as 
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[Qy" = 

  As3   
(6.64) 

where A; denote the entries of the system matrix [A]. These entries are ex- 

tracted from the three-dimensional matrices, in which we have stored the 

matrices of each numerical layer. 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

  

7.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A hybrid methodology has been developed for the analysis of layers, plates, 

and multilayered systems consisting of isotropic linear elastic materials. The 

multilayered system can have irregular shapes and can contain inclusions 

and holes. It can be subjected to body forces distributed over the entire vol- 

ume or over a subregion, line loads and/or point loads either on the boundary 

or in the domain, and distributed boundary tractions. Regarding the support 

conditions, the boundary of the multilayered system may be free, clamped, or 

subjected to prescribed displacements along parts of it and/or at discrete 

points. It may also be elastically supported over a part or at discrete points 

on the boundary, and simply supported in a prescribed direction at a point. 
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The system may be resting on elastic foundation or be rigidly supported at 

specific areas or points of its bottom and top surfaces (internal supports). 

The method decomposes the three-dimensional elasticity problem in a 

one-dimensional problem through the thickness, and a two-dimensional prob- 

lem in the plane. A one-dimensional finite element model is constructed for 

the analysis of the first problem and an exact solution is derived for the sec- 

ond problem. This exact solution is represented by integral equations along 

the boundaries of the layers. The multilayered system is modeled by discre- 

tizing its thickness into numerical layers, and its boundaries into boundary 

elements. The proposed method models this complicated elasticity problem, 

which has many interesting physical applications, and provides continuous 

solutions for the displacement and stress fields over the entire domain of the 

problem, the strains in each layer, the interlaminar stresses and other local- 

ized effects. One of the most fascinating features of this hybrid methodology 

is that, a thorough three-dimensional analysis is performed by using only 

contour integrals (boundary integrals). 

This innovative method is based on an energy formulation which involves 

only the displacement components. The total potential energy produces, first, 

the weak form of the problem, which is used to introduce the layerwise ap- 

proximation of the displacement field, and then, it produces the governing 

equations for an infinite layer subjected to a concentrated load. Furthermore, 

it serves as the foundation for the development of the integral equation 

model. Through this energy formulation, we not only model the thickness 

problem and derive the equations of the fundamental problem, but we also 

manage to couple a finite element formulation through the thickness of the 

plate, with a boundary integral equation formulation for the plane problem. 

The usual way of coupling the two methods is to discretize the structure into 
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elements and to apply appropriate compatibility conditions at the common 

nodal points of the two models. This approach is not so accurate, because it 

does weigh evenly the residual (error) over the domain of the problem. 

The boundary integral equations can produce the integral representation 

of the solution, only if the fundamental solution of the problem is available. 

Since, for the problem at hand, such a solution is not available in the litera- 

ture, we have proposed a systematic approach for deriving semi-analytical 

fundamental solutions for the typical infinite numerical layer. This approach 

incorporates the method of integral Fourier transforms and has been demon- 

strated for the case of a linear displacement approximation through the 

thickness of the layer. The fundamental solution has been used to derive ex- 

pressions for the traction components and the stresses in the infinite layer, 

and also to produce a Somigliana-type identity for the typical numerical 

layer. Boundary integral equations have been obtained for the displacement 

components at points on the boundary of the layer, and the stress and strain 

components at any point of the layer. 

The boundary integral equations have been discretized using the bound- 

ary element method and a numerical model has been developed for the single 

layer. In this model the nodal displacements and tractions at the boundary of 

the layer are related to any prescribed quantities at the boundary or in the 

domain through matrix equations. The model of the typical numerical layer 

(element) has been extended to the case of a multilayered system by introduc- 

ing appropriate continuity conditions at the interfaces between the layers. 

These conditions are described in detail for the case of firmly bonded layers, 

and also for the case of separation (debonding), slip and friction between the 

layers. Assembly of the element matrices has been used in order to form the 

global system of equations, and an iterative solver has been suggested for its 
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solution. This iterative solver is the bi-conjugate gradient method with Jacobi 

preconditioning matrix. 

Numerical techniques have been developed for the evaluation of the 

boundary and domain integrals involved in the construction of the element 

matrices. The singular boundary integrals are computed using a special coor- 

dinate transformation, along with a subdivision of the boundary element and 

a bi-cubic transformation of the Gauss points. The domain integrals, either 

regular, singular or near-singular, are transformed to regular integrals along 

the boundary of the domain element using triangle polar coordinates and an 

analytical integration in the radial direction which removes the singularities. 

The domain integrals that appear in some of the matrices of the typical 

numerical layer are required, either to introduce the prescribed surface trac- 

tions for the case of a single layer, or to introduce the interface equilibrium 

conditions for the case of a multilayered system. 

The novel formulation presented in this work, begins with the total po- 

tential energy, and then by incorporating the layerwise theory, the finite ele- 

ment method, fundamental solutions (Green's functions), integral Fourier 

transforms, boundary integral equations, and finally, the boundary element 

method, it produces a powerful, efficient and elegant model for the three- 

dimensional analysis of multilayered systems. 

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The proposed model for the analysis of multilayered systems must be tested 

numerically by analyzing several multilayered systems with irregular shapes 

subjected to various types of loads. The numerical results must be compared 

with those from existing numerical solutions in order to demonstrate the 
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efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method. The layerwise boundary ele- 

ment model with its generality and its powerful features, that were devel- 

oped in the present work, must be used to study difficult problems associated 

with laminated plates, for which other methods have failed to produce accu- 

rate results. 

The same methodology can be applied in an obvious manner to ani- 

sotropic materials. The approach is going to be exactly the same and it will 

only be required to derive a new fundamental solution. However, the method- 

ology for deriving such a solution has already been presented and all the 

mathematical and computational tools have been developed and applied to 

the case of the isotropic layers. In a similar way, we may obtain fundamental 

solutions and develop numerical models for mixed formulations, for layers 

resting on elastic foundation (Pasternak or Winkler-type foundations), or for 

higher order approximations of the displacement field through the thickness 

of a numerical layer. The problem of thermal stresses, vibrations or stability 

may be treated in an analogous manner. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

Properties of Bessel Functions 

Inversion of the functions fg, which compose the transformed fundamental 

solution Ui;(01, 0231, E2) and transformed stresses Sij(01, 2;&1,€2), is per- 

formed using the integral expressions (3.50) and incorporating recurrence for- 

mulae and analytical evaluation of infinite integrals of Bessel functions. All 

these properties are listed below (Wheelon, 1968; Abramowitz and Segun, 

1968) : 

  Jun(5 2) + Jea(p #) = i J(5 2) (A.1) 

  J, wrap? 7 54 = Kolo) a2 
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20 n2 [Ep HR) =e (8) ao 
  "1 an(p®)ap - 4-1 (62) 

0 b7 +p? (54 dp b2R » fi b= (A.4) 

“1,/~R\,~-_1 
J, 5 Jap rap “9 (A.9) 

- /“LR\- Ah In( E\a _h AG J, RP 7 p R ( ) 

where Ko and K, are the modified Bessel functions of the second kind of zero 

and first order, respectively, and J, are the Bessel functions of the first kind 

of order k. In the above expressions c is a constant which is given in (3.40) 

and b is a constant, which in some of the functions fog takes the value 6=3, 

while in other functions takes the value b=c. 

In order to prove that the fundamental solution Uj; satisfies the govern- 

ing equations in the physical space and that the stress matrix Sj is related 

to the displacements U;; through the constitutive relations (3.64), we use the 

recurrence formulae for the modified Bessel functions and their derivatives, 

which are 

Kns(@)—Kn-1(2) = 22 Kn2), (A.7) 

and @Rn() __K (2) +® Kile). (A.8) 
dz 2 
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APPENDIX B 

Convergent Integrals of the Fundamental Solution 

In the construction of the final fundamental solution and the corresponding 

stress components it is required to evaluate the following two convergent 

integrals 

‘ "4 _R _ ° ob _ 

G,- =| 4 3 E\d -[ <4 B.1 1 1 oD oP > p oP p (B.1) 

* “1 ~R)\,- “fy R? e? _ G2-G =| J Jol E\a -| [3-H )a | 2 2 2 0 pe O\P > p 0 93 4h? 0 p (B ) 

(i) Evaluation of the integral (B.1) 

The integral of equation (B.1) can be re-written in the form 

o-cief [PSR f-a6 8a ws 
and using the following integral properties of the Bessel functions (Wheelon, 

1968; Gray and Mathews, 1931), 

2 4 [g24p2 
[a -er 2” ae = in eee “ 

0 
7 | Rp) > Req) (B.4) 

| Fu-s01 éc=-to| 2P , R@)>0 (B.5) 
0 pt+J1+p? 

  

equation (B.3) becomes 
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1 Rih)? +1 o,- oi AMRF) (2) (28) 
1+ 1+(R/h)’ 

(ii) Evaluation of the integral (B.2) 

The integrals of equation (B.2) can be re-written in the form 

* ” 1 ~R R? e? = 
Go- =| J | Jol E)_)|,2 < d B.7 

and after integrating by parts the first term of the integral in the above 

equation, and using the property J(x) = —J1(x), we obtain 

Jo(@ Rih)-1]" = JG Rh) R2 eo) G2-G,=-}] We B= +f {so + BES ap. (B.8) 

The limit of the term in brackets for p ~ can be found using the Hansen 

series (Watson, 1945), 

Ii(x)+2 DV IRH=1, (B.9) 
k=0 

from which it is deduced that |Jo(x)| < 1 for any real value of x. This yields 

lim 20 Bih)~ 1 _ 1 0. (B.10) 
p—re0 p 

The limit of the term in brackets in (B.8) for § > 0 is obtained in the follow- 

  

ing way, 

. Jo Rh)-1 R ,. SiG Rh) Ry. » W 
iim = op BRB = ape Bm iO Bh) 

- -£© jim1[3,@ Rih)-J,@ R)] = - 2S way 
2h? p02) ° ° 4h2 ~ 
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in which, we have applied L’ Hospital’s rule and used the values, Jo(0)=1, 

J\(0)=0, and J/2(0) = 0, of the Bessel functions of the first kind. 

Incorporating the results of equations (B.10) and (B.11) into (B.8), and 

utilizing the recurrence formula (A.1), equation (B.8) becomes 

2 “ 2 0 oO 2 Go-Gi = Bos |= Jo(p Rih)+Jz(p Rh) | R 
0 

e? —_ - eld 
8h? Ah? p 4h? =| P 

R2 R? { Jo(p R/h) ,_ {- |e Rih) eo? 5 
sO = d _ae_—_—= = 

8h? 4h? | 0 p an 0 p p dp 

(B.12) 

The first integral in the above equation is given by (A.5) and the second by 

(B.6). Finally, the integral of equation (B.2) takes the form 

_ ;--4,-4 1 (22)) = - 45 | (22) G2-G5 = 3h2 4) 9+ In R = — app 1+ In R . (B.18) 

APPENDIX C 

Properties of the Fundamental Solution 

The final form of the fundamental solution for the single infinite numerical 

layer is given by equation (3.36) and has the matrix structure of (3.35). This 

solution possesses some very useful properties, which are listed below. 

(i) The 6X6 matrix in equation (3.35) can be described in terms of the 

following twelve components, 

Ui1, Ue2, Vie, U4, Uis, U25, Vis, Uie, U23, U2e, U33, Use - 
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All the other displacement components can be expressed in terms of these 

twelve components, and the matrix may be written as 

  

node 1 node 2 

PlooPh Ph PROPER 
i Ui, Uj2 Uig Uig Uis Uig — | Vy 

Ui2 Usa Uo3 Uis Usg Ung | — V3 r node 1 
_| -Ui3 -U23 U33 Uig Uxg Use | <— | V3 J 

[Ue x25 81, 52)] = Uys Uis -Uig Un Urg -Ui3 | e [ V? | 

Uys Uses —Uxg Uj2 Usg2 —-U23 | e 4 V2 > node 2 
| Ure -Urg Use Uig U2g Usz | < | V3 |       

(C.1) 

(ii) The fundamental matrix in (3.35) may also be written in a form which 

ylelds a symmetric matrix. Inspection of equation (C.1) reveals that if we 

multiply the third and sixth column by (-1), and set the unit loads that 

correspond to these columns in the opposite direction, i.e, —P} and —P?, 

respectively, the fundamental matrix becomes symmetric. Another way to 

produce a symmetric matrix is to define the displacement components in the 

x3 direction as, 

-V3; =U3, and -V/=Usg (G=1,2,...,6), (C.2) 

t.e., change the sign of all components in the third and sixth row. 

(iii) In the expressions (3.36) for Uxs(x1,x2361,&2) and expressions (3.51) 

and (3.63) for the functions fyg(x1, x2;1, 2), there exist some properties with 

respect to the relative position of points (x1, x2) and (€1,&2). More specifically, 

by interchanging (x1,x2) and (€1,€2), some components of the fundamental 

solution are not altered, while the rest change sign. More specifically, it is 
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f,,, f,,, fon, £22, f.,, fo, 

fop(x%1,%2351,§2) = fop(G1,623%1,%2) for | NO (C.3) 

fgis feo, fg3, fy1, fyo, fog 

and 

f,,, £,,, f.,, f.., f2,, £25, £.,, £25, 
fop(%1, X25 61, §2) =—fop(E1, 2; x1, X2) for | 41 42? “51? *52? “61? “62? “71? “72 

fig, £57, fe4, fg5, fy» fys 

(C.4) 

Using the properties (C.3) and (C.4), we can establish similar relations for 

the components of the fundamental solution, 

Uij(x1, x2; §1, §2) = Uij(G1,§23%1,%2) for Ui, U2e, Uie, U14, Uis, U2s, U33, Use 

(C.5) 

and 

O(%1, X23 $1, $2) = -Uy(E1, 62; «1, x2) for Ui3, Uieg, Uo3, Ure . (C.6) 

APPENDIX D 

Numerical Evaluation of Bessel Functions 

The fundamental solution and its derivatives are expressed in terms of the 

functions f g(x,y), which are given in equations (3.51) and (3.63). Many of 

these functions involve the modified Bessel functions of the second kind of 

zero and first order. In the numerical evaluation of the boundary and domain 

integrals, using the methods developed in Chapter 6, the functions fog(x, y) 

need to be calculated at the Gauss points for every element and for all the 
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different positions of the reference point E. Also, the arguments of the Bessel 

functions will vary from very small values close to zero, in the case of the sin- 

gular integrals, to large values, in the case of regular integrals. This implies 

that the approximation pattern which will be adopted for the calculation of 

the Bessel functions Ko(x) must be fast and also accurate. In the present 

work, polynomial approximations have been employed, and their expressions 

are given below along with ranges of the arguments in which they are valid 

and the associated errors. 

Modified Bessel functions of the second kind of zero order: 

Ko(x) = — In(x/2) Io(x) — 0.57721566 + 0.42278420 (x/2)” + 0.23069756 (x/2)* 

+0.03488590 (x/2)® + 0.00262698 (x/2)° + 0.00010750 (x/2)'° 

+0.00000740 (x/2)** +¢ 

O<x<2, |el<10°8 

(D.1) 

  Ko(x) = hi [ 1.25331414- 0.07832358 (2/x) + 0.02189568 (2/x)? 

~0.01062446 (2/x)? + 0.00587872 (2/x)* —0.00251540 (2/x)° 

+ (2/:)° 0.00053208 + € | 

Q<x<oo, fel <1.9x107 

(D.2) 

Modified Bessel functions of the second kind of first order: 

Ky (x) = In(x/2) Iy(x) + Vx [1+0.15443144 (/2)? — 0.67278579 (x/2)* 

~0.18156897 (x/2)® — 0.01919402 (x/2)* — 0.00110404 (x/2)! 

— 0.00004686 (x/2)'? +e | 

O<x<s2, |el<8x10° 

(D.3) 
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  Ki(@)= [ 1.25331414 + 0.23498619 (2/x) - 0.03655620 (2/x)? 1 

e* [x 

+0.01504268 (2/x)? — 0.00780353 (2/x)* + 0.00325614 (2/x)° 

— (2/x)° 0.00068245 + € | 

Qsx<o, fel <2.2x1077 

(D.4) 

where Jo(x) and J,(x) are the modified Bessel functions of the first kind of 

zero and first order, and they are computed using ascending series: 

2 

Iay= S&L (D.5) 
ro (k!)” 

d i )=3 x lays D6 
an <2 ER (R+D! 0.6) 

In the evaluation of the domain integrals, where all types of integrals are 

evaluated using the basic singular case with reference point at one of the 

nodes of the triangular domain, it is required to evaluate integrals of the 

modified Bessel function of the second kind of zero order, in the interval 0 to 

a value x. The upper limit x is actually the x2 polar coordinate, used in 

Section 6.2, and this integral is the only one which is not possible to be 

evaluated analytically. This integral may be approximated using ascending 

series, for x< 7.5, and a polynomial for 7.5 < x < oo. The ascending series are 

= (x /2)* x¥ (x0 /2)?* 
Ko(t) dt = -|y+In~ 

J a(t) a 05 )*& wi oer ko (R!)” (2k +1)? 

1,1 1 
* 2 ay? @h+d) (Oh+1) (i+d4d+..4+2) (D.7) 

x< 7.5 
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where y= 0.5772 15664 90153 28606 is the Euler’s constant, while the poly- 

nomial approximation is: 

ev x 

—0.00933994 (7/x)? + 0.00417454 (7/x)4 

J Kott)de= 2-—*— [1.25331414- 0.11190289 (7/x) + 0.02576646 (7/x)” 
0 

-0.00163271 (7/x)° + (7/x)* 0.00033934 + e(x) | 

TB<x<0o, |e(x)|<2x1077 

(D.8) 
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